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1 Executive Summary
The purpose of this combined Strategic Outline Case (SOC) and Outline Business Case
(OBC) is to present the case for investment of a project that seeks to establish and construct
the first Community Campus in Powys.
This will be a flagship project for Powys and will be a blueprint for future schemes. The aim
is to develop new purpose-built community campus in Machynlleth, which situated in the north
of Powys. The new campus will include early years provision (two class bases), 240 places
(eight class bases) for Primary pupils and 380-place for Secondary and Sixth Form pupils
inclusive of a 3G pitch, four court sports hall, and MUGA. The additional community facilities
will incorporate new leisure facilities, inclusive of a 25m pool, reception, and café, wet and dry
side changing rooms and gym, a new town library, areas to conduct community alternative
prescriptions, and various meeting and conferencing areas.
This facility will replace the Bro Ddyfi Leisure Centre, located opposite to the hight school, a
structure which is considered end of life. The Campus will also incorporate a new public library
to replace the existing structure which is in the town centre.
The Campus model goes beyond the ‘community focused’ school agenda and ensures that
the new facility becomes the heart of the community where education, health and wellbeing
and lifelong learning facilities all interlink to meet the needs of the Machynlleth community and
catchment area; safeguarding local provision in a rural area of Powys for future generations.

The cost of the preferred option including optimism bias and early stage risk is estimated to
be £48,250,369

Welsh Government contribution 65%

£31,362,739

PCC 35%

£16,887,629

Total

£48,250,369

In developing the flagship Bro Hyddgen Community Campus project, which will form the
blueprint for future provision in Powys, PCC have explored opportunities to increase the
integration of the school with the wider community and create a year round campus model
that can act as a focal point for the town of Machynlleth. Through incorporating new state of
the art fully integrated leisure and library facilities at the school, it is the Council’s ambition to
create an education and wellbeing hub, that will provide a range of family focused services to
the communities in and around the Machynlleth area. The new community focused leisure and
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wellbeing services will ensure the long-term viability of leisure services within the locality,
safeguarding the jobs of those employed at the centre, and the economic benefits these bring
to local supply chain businesses. Closer working between the school and Freedom leisure will
enable access to a broader range of extra-curricular sports and physical training opportunities
for pupils at the school providing lasting physical and mental health wellbeing benefits.
With a design and build model using the highest environmental passivhaus standards, the
new community school and leisure campus will also act as a beacon project for environmental
excellence. Enabling pupils at the school to gain a greater degree of insight into the latest
technological developments to reduce emissions generated by infrastructure projects, and
their ongoing carbon footprint. Incorporating these cutting-edge environmental design
technologies will also enable the school to substantially reduce its energy costs, with schemes
elsewhere demonstrating reductions in utilities expenditure of between 50 and 80%. This will
provide a considerable cash saving for the school helping to support its long-term financial
sustainability.
In establishing and constructing a Community Campus in Machynlleth, PCC will also eradicate
backlog maintenance costs of nearly £8m.
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2 Project Background
On 14 April 2020, the Council approved the new Strategy for Transforming Education in Powys
2020-30. The new Strategy outlines four strategic aims:





Strategic Aim 1: We will improve learner entitlement and experience
Strategic Aim 2: We will improve learner entitlement and experience for post-16
learners
Strategic Aim 3: We will improve access to Welsh-medium provision across all key
stages
Strategic Aim 4: We will improve the provision for learners with SEN/ALN

The Council’s intention is to develop, within the 13 secondary school localities, an
infrastructure of all-age schools. Initially, these may be multi-sited all-age schools, however,
the ultimate aim is to develop new purpose-built schools that will not only provide state of the
art facilities for teaching and learning, but also childcare and early years provision, community
and leisure facilities, multi-agency areas that can provide support for learners and their families
and SEN/ALN facilities of the highest quality.
However, prior to the development of the new Strategy, the transformation of education in the
Machynlleth catchment area had started in 2012 with an area review which resulted in the
establishment of Ysgol Bro Hyddgen in September 2014 as an all-age school across two
campuses, merging the former Ysgol Bro Ddyfi and Ysgol Gynradd Machynlleth.
The second phase of the transformation was to develop a new build community campus,
replacing the poor-quality buildings of the current campuses. This project was included in the
Council’s 21st C Schools Programme. The Council awarded a design and build contract to
Dawnus Construction Ltd, and a combined SOC/OBC was approved by the Welsh
Government in January 2017 – the estimated cost at this stage was £23.2m.
The scheme was at RIBA 4 full design stage, and the planning application had been submitted
to the planning authority when, in March 2019, Dawnus entered administration. Construction
had not yet started on site.
Following the collapse of Dawnus, officers took the opportunity to reconsider the design to see
if it was feasible to include leisure and library provision, as well as early years and education
provision.
In January 2020, a design team were directly employed by the Council to support the feasibility
study, which concluded in May 2020. Discussions have included representatives from the
school and Freedom Leisure, as well as officers from the Council and Heart of Wales Property
Services. The information gathered during the feasability study has informed the revised
SOC/OBC.
To confirm that the preferred development site presents the best option for the school,
community and for the Council, further investigations took place on an alternative site between
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January and June. These investigations confirmed that the existing secondary campus site
presents the best value for money and quickest route to delivery.

3 Strategic Case
The case for change is based on the need to improve facilities for pupils and wider community,
in a rural area of north Powys. The current school and leisure infrastructure are in very poor
condition. The school also operates under operational constraints as a multi-sited school:


Headteacher and senior leadership team must split their time between two campuses;



Due to the success of the amalgamation, specialist teachers teach the primary phase
pupils, (science and P.E for example), but are often late to lessons due to the need to
travel between lessons;



Primary phased pupils cannot access specialist secondary site facilities due to the
need to walk 1 mile to the site, and the need to cross the busy A487 trunk road;



Due to the lack of car parking spaces at both sites, especially at the secondary site,
cars often park on the netball court, which cause issues around safeguarding and
delivering the curriculum;



Secondary campus school is an old Victorian building which is not fit for purpose. Some
classes need to be split for a maximum of 15 pupils due to the lack of classroom space;



There is a lack of sporting facilities at both primary and secondary campuses, and the
school pupils often need to cross the busy A487 to access leisure centre provision,
which causes safeguarding and health and safety concerns;



Due to the lack of facilities, pupils and the wider community often need to travel out of
county to Ceredigion or 30 miles to Newtown to access facilities such as an all-weather
pitch. This is especially challenging during winter months;



The existing leisure centre was built in 1990 and has recently has to face partial closure
due to significant issues with the roof of the building;



The Bro Ddyfi leisure centre has a current book asset value of £3.66m but a recent
completed conditions survey estimates backlog maintenance costs of £2.4m.
Renovation of this asset is not considered the best value for money option;



Although the current town library in Machynlleth is in a better condition when compared
to the leisure centre. The conditions survey which was conducted in 2011 highlighted
issues with the external fabric, however no maintenance has been undertaken on the
building due to financial pressures on the Council. The driver for including library
provision is the strategy in achieving a true community campus, which will provide
services for the pupils and wider community; the library element will form the heart of
the new provision.
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The requested investment will deliver a brand new, purpose-built community campus project
which will include a 620 place all-though school with early years facilities, and leisure and
library provision. The new build will deliver the following:


620 place all-age school with dedicated early years provision, ensuring equitability of
provision for rural areas in the north of Powys;



The school building has been designed to support the school to deliver the new
curriculum for Wales, and will meet Donaldson aspiration of the three-phase approach
in teaching and learning;



Specialist equipment, including ICT and conferencing facilities, to support teaching and
learning outcomes which will help to ensure all learners maximise their potential. The
ICT facilities will also be available for community use, which will encourage lifelong
learning opportunities;



A fully equipped early years provision with hygiene and outdoor learning and play
facilities;



School will be able to take full advantage of the all-though school teaching model,
ensuring that all pupils are able to access specialist facilities and learning experiences;



Dedicated outdoor learning areas, including a forest school area;



A holistic integrated multi community service approach, with dedicated leisure facilities
to include a swimming pool, gym, activity studio, community café, library, and a suite
of meeting rooms. The meeting rooms will also be used for health interventions as
prescribed by GP’s;



Sporting facilities will include a 3G pitch, MUGA (multi use games area), grass pitches;



A flagship community focused project, with community groups being able to access
the facilities out of school hours. Safeguarding will be ensured as the school will be
able to lock down the teaching areas while enabling community access to the
community zone;



The building will aim to achieve full passivhaus and BREEAM Excellent accreditation,
having a positive impact on the recently declared Climate Emergency, and contributes
to the WG strategy 2019 strategy ‘Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales’. If approved
and funding is secured, the Bro Hyddgen Community Campus project will be the first
passivhaus campus in the UK.

The new community campus project in Machynlleth will be built on the current secondary
school site. The existing secondary school site will be demolished to make room for a new car
park and MUGA. If approved, the number of Council assets in Machynlleth will be reduced
from 4 separate buildings to one.
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3.1

Strategic Fit

3.1.1 National Strategies
The proposals contained within this business case contribute to the following national and
international strategies and policies:


United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child;



Wellbeing and Future Generations Act 2015;



The Learning Country: Vision into Action 2008;



Skills framework for 3-19-year olds in Wales 2008;



One Wales: One planet, a new sustainable development scheme for Wales May
2009 or any successor strategy;



Learner Travel Operational Guidance - April 2009;



A Curriculum for all Learners 2010;



Measuring the capacity of schools in Wales – Circular 021/2011;



Welsh Government Welsh Medium Education Strategy 2010;



Improving Schools National Implementation Plan 2012-15;



A Living Language: A language for Living: Welsh Language Strategy 2012-17;



Building a Brighter Future: Early Years and Childcare Plan 2013;



School Standards and Organisation (Wales) Act 2013;



School Organisation Code 2013;



School Organisation: Consultation with Children and Young People – Guidance
Document 2013.

3.1.2 Local Strategies
 Vision 2025 sets out the Cabinet’s priorities for the council up to 2025.

‘Strengthening Learning and Skills’ is one of the four priorities outlined within this
vision;
 Welsh in Education Strategic Plan 2017-20 sets out the council’s priorities for

developing Welsh-medium provision within Powys;
 Transforming Education in Powys 2020-30, sets out Powys approach to developing

school infrastructure and the planning of school places;
 Powys Community Focused Schools Strategy, which ensures that key services are

sufficiently integrated and able to work collaboratively;
 Powys Carbon Reducing & Sustainability Strategies, which identifies that all new

schools will be part of a new generation of energy efficient buildings;
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 Powys Regenerations Strategy aims to deliver outcomes which will have a positive

impact upon the physical, social, environmental, economic, and cultural attributes
of the county; and
 Powys ICT Strategy which aims at delivering learners’ entitlement to use technology

to support their learning and to enable schools to become more innovative and
effective in their teaching and learning.

3.2 Case for Change
3.2.1 Investment Objectives
The Investment Objectives underlying the case for change for this project are:
1. To improve the learning provision and outcomes for pupils and learners across the age
range
2. To ensure that pupils in the Machynlleth area can access high quality Welsh-medium
provision through all key stages of education
3. To deliver a fit for purpose building solution that delivers an improved learning
environment, meeting Passivhaus requirements, and of the appropriate size;
4. To further improve the transition between all key stages;
5. To create a community focussed school that is the central point for multi-agency
success to support children, their families, and the community;
6. To ensure the economic, financial, and environmental sustainability of the school.

3.2.2 Targets and measures
The following table identifies the measures and targets that will be utilised to ensure that the
identified investment objectives are SMART.
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Table 1 – Targets and Measures
IO

Measure

Target

1.

i. Improved learning outcomes, as
measured by relevant data sources:
 Estyn inspection outcomes and
benchmarks
 Regional / Local Authority
Review
 Individual learner and learning
centre targets
 Pupil voice / learning centre
council feedback
 Whole school end of key stage
performance data
 National benchmarking data
 DFES



ii. Improved motivation, engagement,
attendance
and
extracurricular
involvement as evidenced by facilities
being used:
 Learning centre self-evaluation
 Learning centre improvement
plan













Attendance of school percentage rate to
increase to at least 94% for the academic year
2018/19 (92.6% in 2012/2013).

iii. Pupil voice / school council



i. Increased number of learners
studying through the medium of
Welsh;
ii. Broader Welsh medium curriculum
available to learners at all key stages



i. Reduction in energy use and carbon
emissions



To Interview 10% of pupils and 5% of parents to
evaluate the effectiveness of the learning
centres policies and practices in promoting
learners’ wellbeing seeking a satisfaction
classification of at least ‘good’ (reference
parental survey annexe 5 Estyn guidance).
100% of learners in the Ysgol Bro Hyddgen
catchment area have the option to study through
the medium of Welsh by 2024;
Curriculum fully available through the medium
of Welsh.
Reduction in heating costs of 50% and
reduction of electricity consumption of 35% by
September 2025;
Reduction in CO2 emission of 110995kg/m2
annually by September 2025

 Estyn inspection outcomes
 Local Authority review outcomes

2.

3.





4.

All lesson observations of the key areas of all
key stages to be reported as ‘Excellent’ or
‘Good’ within 18 months of new school opening.
To achieve ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ Estyn and/or
Local Authority judgements for the three Key
Questions within 18 months of new school
opening.
All lesson observations reported by Estyn as
‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ for Teaching and Learning
within 18 months of new school opening.
To achieve a judgement of at least ‘Good’ or
‘Excellent’ for learner outcomes as a result of
Estyn inspections within 18 months of new
school opening.
To gain a positive stakeholder satisfaction
report based on Estyn, Learner and Parent
questionnaires within 18 months of new school
opening.
Post 16 education to be categorised as
‘Excellent’
across
DFES
and
Estyn
benchmarks.

i. Improved learning outcome as
evidenced by:
 Estyn inspection outcomes
 Local Authority Review
 Individual pupil and school
targets
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IO

Measure
Council



i. Improved
pupil
wellbeing
as
evidenced by Estyn reports;
ii. Increased usage of community
facilities



ii. Pupil
Voice
feedback

5.

Target
/School










6.

i. Reduced backlog maintenance and
accessibility costs.
ii. Reduction in ongoing premises and
utility costs;

Ensure that all pupils make at least one level of
progress between key stage 2 and 3; and
ensure that all pupils achieving the CSI at KS2
do so at KS3
All aspects of learner wellbeing (as detailed in
Estyn guidance) to be awarded a judgement of
‘Excellent’ within 18 months of opening;
Leisure facilities open to pupils for 10 hours per
week;
20% increase in financial revenues for leisure
facilities by September 2025
45% increase in total usage of community
leisure facilities within 18 months of opening;
Increase in amount of activities available to
learners and wider community within 18 months
of opening
Increased public swim usage by 20% per
annum by 2026
Increased number of children's swimming
lessons delivered the pool by 25% by 2026
Increased number of adult swimming lessons
delivered at the pool by 15% by 2026



Reduction in premises costs per square metre
(excluding NNDR) of 5% within 18 months of
opening.



Removal of existing backlog maintenance
liabilities on opening of the new assets.



Reduction in utility costs by 80% at the new
school and library, and 50% at the new leisure
centre within 12 months of opening

3.2.3 Existing Arrangements
The location of the existing primary and secondary school infrastructure in relation to both the
leisure centre and each other can be seen in figure one below.
While the physical distance between the two school sites is only one mile, as can be seen
from the map, both school buildings are located at the opposite ends of the town.
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Figure 1: Location of School in relation to the town

Figure 2: Secondary School Campus
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Figure 3: Primary School Campus

Figure 4: Leisure Centre
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Key information about the existing arrangements is held within tables 1-3 below:
Table 2 – Summary Information

Language Category

Bilingual Category 2B/C (“dual-stream”)

Age range

11-18

Total number of places in school

676

Number of pupils

474

Level of surplus places

202 (30%)

Welsh Medium Pupils

287

ALN/SEN Pupils

31

Free School Meals

60

Pupils from ethnic minorities

18

Number of Teachers

33

Pupil Teacher Ratio

14:1

National School Categorisation

Yellow

Table 3 – Learner Outcomes
KS2

2017

2018

2019

Cymraeg Level 4-6

92.3%

93.8%

100%

Welsh 2L Level 4-6

100%

88.9%

68.8%

English Level 4-6

100%

88%

87.9%

Maths Level 4-6

92%

88

87.9%

Science Level 4-6

100%

92%

90.9%

KS3

2017

2018

2019

Cymraeg Level 5-E

100%

96%

94.1%

Welsh 2L Level 5-E

100%

100%

78.6%

English Level 5-E

100%

100%

95.8%

Maths Level 5-E

100%

94.3%

91.7%

Science Level 5-E

100%

100%

97.9%

KS4

2017

2018

2019

Cymraeg A*-C

79.4%

38.2%

84.4%

Welsh Literature A*-C

71.4%

77.8%

50%
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Welsh 2L A*-C

93.3%

87.5%

83.3%

English A*-C

77.6%

20%

48%

0%

97.1%

76.9%

Maths

69.4%

60.5%

55.3%

Numeracy

67.3%

80.4%

60.5%

Science Double (1) A*-C

0%

68.4%

61.1%

Science Double (2) A*-C

0%

52.6%

50%

English Literature A*-C

Table 4 – Staffing Structure

School

Dep.
Head
Teacher

Head
Teacher

Ysgol Bro Hyddgen

1

Teaching
Assist.

Teachers

2

33

Support
Staff

17

Totals

4

13

Table 5 – Present & forecast pupil numbers
School

Jan 2020

Jan 2021

Jan 2022

Jan 2023

Jan 2024

Primary

173

178

186

182

184

Secondary

301

286

282

298

287

Table 6 – Number of surplus places
School

Total places

Current places (Jan 2020)

Total surplus (Jan 2020)

Primary

213

173

40 (18.8%)

Secondary/Sixth Form

463

301

162 (35.0%)

Table 7 – Latest condition assessments (2016)
Building

Condition

Suitability

Sustainability

Primary

B/C

A

B

C

C

C

Secondary
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Table 8 – Backlog Maintenance Costs
Property

Backlog maintenance costs

Secondary School

£4,133,313

Primary School

£1,341,153

Bro Ddyfi Leisure Centre

£2,242,600

Machynlleth town library

£125,071
£7,842,137

Total
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3.2.4 Problems with the status quo - School
Ysgol Bro Hyddgen was established in September 2014 as PCC’s first All Through School,
providing education for 4 – 18-year olds, following the merger of Ysgol Bro Ddyfi and
Machynlleth CP School.
The school currently operates across two sites. While the two sites are less than a mile apart
the nature of the split site does present some operational efficiency barriers.
The headteacher and senior leadership team share their time between the two campuses and
are supported by an administrative team based at each of the two sites. Whole-school staff
meetings and training events generally take place at the secondary campus. School meals
are prepared in the kitchen on the secondary campus and transported to a server on the
primary campus.
Cross-phase teaching and learning already takes place and has been one of the most
successful aspects of the amalgamation of the schools. Teaching resources and expertise
are shared, and secondary campus teachers travel, on a regular basis, to the primary campus
to deliver specialist classes. This has been particularly successful in delivering Mathematics,
P.E and I.C.T lessons.
Due to the location of the secondary and primary campuses, primary pupils rarely attend
classes at the secondary campus, with the result that teachers must travel between campuses.
During busy times of the week, teachers are often late to lessons or must cut lessons short,
which pose difficulties for the senior management team.
Due to the lack of car parking spaces at both sites, but specifically at the secondary campus,
teachers and visitors often park on the netball pitch meaning that it is often inaccessible for
school pupils. The School drop off area at the secondary campus is significantly insufficient,
with only a narrow lay-by off the main road. During rush hour, and especially when work is
being undertaken on the roads, the road and drop off area becomes congested and cause
long delays within the town.
The current condition and suitability of the school buildings have declined considerably with
the passage of time. Issues are particularly acute at the secondary campus. The main
problems with the current secondary campus building pose daily challenges to the senior
management team, staff, and pupils.
Backlog maintenance costs have inflated such that it is becoming increasingly impossible to
keep up with the demand of all of the repair work, and the building is no longer considered fit
for purpose, with leakages and heating specifically being of concern.
The configuration of the school, which is an old Victorian building, means that there are several
educational blocks with insufficient space to effectively teach whole classes. Some classes
can only accommodate as few as 15 pupils. This is an incredibly challenging situation for both
the teachers and the pupils.
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Due to the lack of sporting facilities at both campuses, pupils utilise the facilities at the nearby
Bro Ddyfi Leisure Centre. This is a major concern within the local community because there
is a need for the pupils to cross the busy A487, where it is argued, the current crossing poses
a safeguarding risk.
The lack of state of the art sporting facilities not only on the school sites, but in the Machynlleth
area as a whole, means that there are very few opportunities on offer for local children, young
people and the wider community, with the need to travel out of county to Ceredigion or 30
miles to Newtown, to access modern facilities. With the school playing fields often being waterlogged, the netball court being used as a car parking space and the current size of the existing
school halls, capital investment in improving access to leisure facilities is greatly needed.

3.2.5 Problems with the status quo – Leisure Centre
Bro Ddyfi Leisure Centre was built in 1990. A full condition survey of the building was
completed in December 2010. At that time, the survey concluded that the building was in
reasonable condition, however elements of the building were showing signs of wear and likely
to reach the end of their useful life within the intervening ten-year period.
After substantial internal issues with water ingress, a roof survey was commissioned in March
2019 to ascertain the extent of the issues with this element of the structure. The report
concluded that the roof was at the end of its useful life with multiple minor defects now causing
damage to internal surfaces. The report recommended that a new roof was required which
would have the added benefit of improved insulation and design, at a total cost of £183,120.
In late 2019, some areas (including the gym) had to close due to the roof caving in.
In May 2020, a further, more comprehensive condition survey was commissioned in light of
further issues with the structure. This identified that only minimal maintenance work had
appeared to have been carried out on the building historically, with the result that the main
elements of the building are deteriorating and reaching expiry. Major areas of concern included
the previously identified life expired roof; structural issues with the block and beam first floor;
aged electrical installation; nearing life expired mechanical plant; tired and worn facilities,
fixtures, and fittings; and a backlog of general maintenance items. A total cost of between £2.3
and £2.5m was identified as being required to replace the life expired elements and ensure
the centre remained weathertight for the next 10 years.
Energy costs at the facility are high at around £80K per annum, representing 15% of the total
costs of facility operation, and are the largest expenditure after payroll. Modern Passivhaus
design offers demonstrable savings of up to 50% in leisure centre settings, which over the life
of the asset are substantial and would go a large way in offsetting the annual loss incurred
through service provision.
Operationally, in 2015 Freedom Leisure was awarded the contract to manage all thirteen of
Powys' leisure centres, including Bro Ddyfi. This contract runs until 2030. Outsourcing the
service has seen usage at the centre increase by 5% during the last five years, despite the
quality of provision on offer. Expectation for increased usage for state-of-the-art facilities are
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high, given that alternative access to private sector vendors within the locality is limited for dry
side facilities and non-existent for the pool.
Under the contract responsibility for the maintenance of the building remains with Powys
County Council. The current asset has a book value of £3.66m and with basic work required
of circa £2.4m, renovation of this asset is not considered to represent either value for money
or be affordable within PCC’s existing constrained capital budgets. Works in the magnitude of
£2.4 million would not deliver modern standard leisure facilities or maximise the potential
benefits achievable through new energy efficient design. Without external investment it is
therefore considered that a realistic reference case option for comparison would involve the
managed decline of the centre over the next 10 years until the contract expiry with Freedom
leisure. At that point, within the reference case, the centre would be closed.

3.2.6

The status quo – library provision

The Machynlleth town library is one of the busiest libraries in Powys, with over 10,000 books
in the library, all of which will be transferred to the new provision. The footfall for the library in
2018/19 was 23,888 and 2010/20 23,607 (however these figures were affected by the
coronavirus pandemic). This equates to around 150 visitors per day.
Although the library is successful, there are building backlog maintenance issues that needs
addressing and no maintenance work has been undertaken since the conditions survey was
undertaken in 2011.
The library already offers a range of services to the community, including:








Children’s story time
Lego club
Craft activities and summer reading club
Volunteer run computer help sessions (which are currently fully booked)
Public talks
Developed links with the local care home
Developed links with local festivals such as Glyndwr festival

It is anticipated that be co-locating library services within the community campus provision,
the services available for a wider range of community members; parents will be able access
the library whilst children are receiving swimming lessons for example, public talks can happen
in dedicated studios, links with care homes can be further developed in a holistic manner with
the school and leisure elements.
In co-locating services, the library service will be able to modernise and further develop ICT
facilities available for community use, contributing towards the lifelong learning agenda, in a
state-of-the-art building fit for the 21st Century.
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3.3 Welsh Medium Education
Ysgol Bro Hyddgen is a Bilingual Category 2B/C (“dual-stream”) School serving the catchment
of Machynlleth as such it is an important component in Powys County Council’s education
strategy that aims to support Welsh Government aspirations for one million Welsh speakers
by 2050. As an all through school serving all age groups from the age of 4 to 18 the model of
educational delivery supports transition for Welsh Medium education across all the key stages.
It is considered that new 21st Century school facilities and modern collocated leisure facilities
will further enhance the attractiveness of Welsh medium education at the school, creating long
term sustainability for provision within the catchment.

3.4 ALN provision
Powys County Council is currently consulting on the new vision which will guide the
transformation of provision for SEN/ALN pupils in Powys. Improving provision is one of the
strategic aims of the Transforming Education Strategy in Powys 2020-30. In future, it is
intended that Powys will have in place a range of provision for pupils with ALN including
mainstream classes (with support where required), specialist classes, satellites of special
schools, special schools, a pupil referral unit, outreach support from special schools and
advice and guidance from a small team of highly qualified central staff. It is intended that
provision in the Bro Hyddgen catchment will be further developed with a specialist satellite allthrough provision at the school along with a suite of dedicated wellbeing and therapeutic
rooms.

3.5 Childcare/Nursery Provision
Powys County Council is committed to provide suitable infrastructure to enable providers to
provide the 30-hour childcare scheme. Currently, PCC is contracted with two sperate nonmaintained settings, one is providing bi-lingual provision, and the other Welsh medium
provision. The current arrangements is unsuitable and does not offer equitable service from
and infrastructure perspective to the children of Machynlleth, with one setting being housed in
demountable accommodation on the primary school site, and the other in an annex at the
secondary school site. The current arrangement provides obstacles for the two settings to
work more closely together.
At the time when the original OBC was submitted to WG for approval, the intention was to
build a dedicated space for the local nursery to be located within the new building, however
the provider has by now indicated that they do not wish to relocate from their existing site.
Within the new building, a dedicated early years wing will be built incorporating two class
bases, offices, hygiene facilities, and dedicated outdoor learning facilities. The school will also
work closely with the settings to ensure that they have access to ICT facilities, if and when
required.
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3.6 Active Travel
It is anticipated that the flagship Community Campus project will improve active travel links
within the town of Machynlleth.
As part of the scheme, the authority is looking to improve the active travel links and will ensure
that the walking routes to the campus are safe and improvements will be made to the existing
footpaths and pedestrian crossings, making the site much more ‘community friendly’ and
accessible. The access to the site will be improved by replacing problematic three mini round
abouts (which currently sits on the main trunk road connecting Machynlleth to Aberystwyth)
with one roundabout and a pedestrian crossing, significantly improving active travel for the
site and wider community, which is crucial given the inclusion of community and leisure
facilities within the scheme.
A highways travel assessment report has already been undertaken and has identified the need
to improve Active travel links, but a further report will be done to expand the scope to include
the travel needs of the wider community who will access the leisure facilities, as well as the
needs of learners and staff.
The new all-through school serves the town of Machynlleth and wider catchment area. The
primary school will continue to meet the needs of primary aged pupils within the town of
Machynlleth, whilst the secondary element of the new buildings will serve the wider catchment
schools which includes Glantwymyn, Carno and Llanbrynmair Federation.
The new site is situated less than a mile from the current primary school site, therefore there
will be no impact in terms of travel and school transport.
Powys County Council will develop any construction project in line with Welsh Government
Active Travel Wales Act (2013) and design guidance.
It is the council’s view that active travel is essential to encourage staff, pupils, and wider
members of the community to walk and cycle to new facilities, meaning that more people can
enjoy the benefits of active travel.

3.7 Main Benefits
The main benefits associated with the strategic case are outlined below.
Table 8 – Benefits by Stakeholder
Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group

1. To improve the

Learners

Quantifiable Benefits

learning
provisions and
outcomes for
pupils and
learners across
the age range
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Enhanced life chances and employment opportunities



Opportunities to benefit from a wider range of learning
opportunities



Opportunities to benefit from a range of key & other learning
skills
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group
Non-Quantifiable Benefits

Staff



Ability to positively contribute to Society and the wider
community



Increased health and wellbeing of staff & students

Quantifiable Benefits


Greater opportunities to use a wider range of different learning /
teaching styles



Increased critical mass of staff that enables the sharing of
opportunities via professional learning communities



Increased critical mass of students supports the development of
staff expertise and specialisms

Non-Quantifiable Benefits

Employers



Professional challenge to deliver new subjects



Improved professional credibility and integrity



Increased health and wellbeing of staff & students

Quantifiable Benefits


Improved levels of recruitment, quality, and retention of staff

Non-Quantifiable Benefits


Reputational improvement for the County Council



Improved opportunities to attract and retain high quality staff

Wider

Quantifiable Benefits

Community



Community regeneration and sustainability



Reduction in crime, anti-social behaviour, and disaffection

Non-Quantifiable Benefits

2. To ensure that
pupils in the
Machynlleth area
can access high
quality Welshmedium provision
through all key
stages of
education

Learners
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Learners/pupils contributing more positively to society



Improved community links and facilities ensuring community
cohesion



Enhanced local and national reputation of the wider community



Improved community pride, self-esteem, confidence, and
sense of belonging



An annual increase in the % of Welsh first language
programmes



An annual increase in the number of 11 – 16 courses that are
available through the medium of Welsh



An annual increase in the number of pupils taking subjects
through the medium of Welsh in KS3 & KS4



An annual increase in the number of Sixth Form pupils taking
subjects through the medium of Welsh



Wider range of both academic and vocational courses delivered
or assessed in Welsh
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group

Staff



Significantly raise the capacity for learning bilingually and
through Welsh medium across the authority via 14-19 Learning
Pathways option menus developing the number of vocational
courses delivered through the medium of Welsh

Employers



More opportunities for Welsh speaking staff



Bilingual training and employees



increased availability of suitably qualified Welsh speaking
employees in the Machynlleth and North Powys area



Promotes bilingual ethos.

Wider
Community

3. To deliver a fit for
purpose building
solution that
delivers an
improved learning
environment
meeting BREEAM
requirement, and
of the appropriate
size

Learners

Quantifiable Benefits


Improved attendance



Securing positive learning experiences



Improved learning outcomes for learners and families



Improved engagement with the learning process



Improved access to learning materials (physical, academic and
emotional)



Greater potential for social interaction through increased number
of peer groups and role models



Equality of opportunity to access excellent teaching and learning
experiences

Non-Quantifiable Benefits

Staff



Inspired learning



Greater learning opportunities to improve learners’ key skills



Creating independent learners



Improved self-esteem and well-being



Raising aspirations

Quantifiable Benefits


Access to a wider range of teaching materials (state of the art
ICT and other emerging technologies)



Greater opportunities to use a wider range of different learning /
teaching styles



Increased opportunities for continuous professional development



Increased critical mass of staff that enables the sharing of
opportunities via professional learning communities



Increased critical mass of pupils supports the development of
staff expertise and specialisms

Non-Quantifiable Benefits
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More opportunities to facilitate distributed leadership and
increased responsibilities



Working environment – motivated learners as a result from a
more vibrant classroom experience
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group

Employers

Quantifiable Benefits


Improved levels of recruitment, quality and retention of staff

Non-Quantifiable Benefits


Reputational improvement for the County Council



More effective staffing structures – management and support

Wider

Quantifiable Benefits

Community



Localised access to learning, sporting, and cultural opportunities



Reduction in crime, anti-social behaviour, and disaffection



Increase uptake of and access to healthy active lifestyles

Non-Quantifiable Benefits

4. To further improve
the transition
between all key
stages



Securing local provision



Improved community pride, self-esteem, confidence, and sense
of belonging



Improved community links and facilities ensuring community
cohesion



An annual increase in the % of KS2 pupils that transfer to Welsh
first language programmes in KS3



An annual increase in the number of pupils taking subjects
through the medium of Welsh in KS4



An annual increase in the number of pupils taking subjects
through the medium of Welsh in the Sixth Form from September
2012

Staff



More opportunities for Welsh speaking staff

Employers



Bilingual training and employees



Larger and better qualified pool of potential employees with a
greater range of qualifications.



Greater learning capability attracts business to the area



Young People do not have to leave the area to learn



Reduction in the number of young people who are NEET

Learners

Wider
Community

5. To create a
community
focussed school
that is the central
point for multiagency success to
support children
their families and
the community

Learners

Quantifiable Benefits


Greater understanding of the benefits of physical activity
amongst all age groups



Improved physical health and wellbeing for pupils gaining access
to the leisure centre facilities



Improved mental health and wellbeing for pupils gaining access
to the leisure centre facilities



Potential for a greater number of non-curricular activities for
schools within the vicinity of the leisure centre

Non-Quantifiable Benefits
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group

 Local pride – greater sense of involvement and ownership
 Ability to shape local community – pupil/community voice
 Community school, owned by the community for the community
 Raised aspirations across the community
Staff

Quantifiable Benefits

 Improved understanding of community needs and aspirations
Non-Quantifiable Benefits

 Greater engagement with the local community
 Ability to have an impact on community self-confidence and
pride


Employers

Improved reputation or standing within the wider community

Quantifiable Benefits

 Increased usage of community pool facilities
 Removal of substantial backlog maintenance issues at the pool
 Long-term assurance over the maintenance of local jobs
supported by the Leisure Centre
Non-Quantifiable Benefits

 Assured business continuity through enhanced community
engagement

 Development of community spirit and identity
Wider
Community

Quantifiable Benefits

 Community sustainability and cohesion
 Increased take up of public swimming and fitness class
offerings

 Increased take up of child and adult swimming lessons at the
Leisure Centre

 Positive reinforcement of WG and PCC and their investment in
local communities
Non-Quantifiable Benefits

 Development of community spirit and identity
 Enhanced local and national reputation of wider the community
 Reduced costs for the NHS incurred through physical inactivity
and cardio-vascular diseases.

6. To ensure the
economic and
financial
sustainability of
the school.

Learners

Quantifiable Benefits


More funding due to redistribution of resources



Greater learning opportunities to improve learners’ key skills



Wider range of curricular and non-curricular opportunities



Economies of scale (from closing two sites and opening a ‘new’
4-18 school)

Non-Quantifiable Benefits
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group


Staff

Greater understanding of the importance of sustainable
development and environmental issues

Quantifiable Benefits


Sustainability and retention of staff



Greater staff expertise and specialisms



Increased opportunities for continuous professional development



Greater opportunities to use a wider range of different learning /
teaching styles

Non-Quantifiable Benefits

Employers



More opportunities to facilitate distributed leadership and
increased responsibilities



Greater opportunity for flexible working practices e.g. team
teaching



Improved professional credibility and integrity

Cash Releasing Benefits


Reduction in advertising costs for teaching staff



Income from community use of facilities



Potential for commercial lettings



Backlog maintenance savings

Quantifiable Benefits


Securing long-term opportunities for employment in the
community



Sustaining local business community



Greater potential to reinvest revenue and capital



Greater ability to target specific need



Greater ability to share resources



Greater consistency in managing employment issues



Improved borrowing capacity (prudential borrowing)

Non-Quantifiable Benefits


Improved financial management reputation and confidence that
public funds are being used efficiently



Futureproofing of rural communities



Backlog maintenance costs removed for the first five years post
new build (NB. This will be included in the economic analysis,
but not as a benefit)

Wider

Quantifiable Benefits

Community



Securing long-term opportunities for employment in the
community



Community regeneration and sustainability

Non-Quantifiable Benefits
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Investment Objective

Stakeholder

Main Benefits Criteria by Stakeholder Group


Improved financial management reputation and confidence that
public funds are being used efficiently



Futureproofing of rural communities



Sustaining local business community



Enhanced local and national reputation of wider the community



Improved community links and facilities ensuring community
cohesion



Improved community pride and sense of belonging

3.8 Main Risks
The main risks associated with the strategic case are outlined below.
Table 9 – Strategic Risks and Countermeasures
Main Risk

Counter Measures

Business and Political Risks
1. An unexpected reduction in the level/

1. No contractual commitments will be made

availability of capital or revenue funding

until firm assurances have been given

leads to delays and reduction in the scope

regarding the affordability and availability of

of the project.

funding.

2. The project requires political endorsement

2. The Council’s Cabinet has given approval in
principle to the project and will be kept
informed as the project develops.

3. Pupil numbers fall in the short term,
making it more difficult to make the case

3. Detailed (long terms) strategic planning about
Welsh Medium education in North Powys to
underpin the business case.

Service Risks
1. Plan flexibility into the options where

1. Legislative changes.

possible.
2. Plan flexibility into the options where

2. WG policy changes

possible.
External Environmental Risks
1. Issues relating to planning permission or
planning constraints

1. There has been early engagement with the
Local Authority Planning Department on the
proposed site and to identify any issues
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relating to planning permission or planning
constraints.
2. Early engagement with contractors to

2. Covid 19

establish an appropriate risk response

3.9 Project Constraints
The project is subject to the following constraints:


Availability of capital funding from Welsh Government and Powys County Council for
any new build required;



Any planning consent which may be required for any new build required’



Requirement to meet Passivhaus standards;



Need to minimise negative impact on current pupils.

3.10 Project Dependencies
The project dependencies are as follows:


Political support at local and national level;



Stakeholder support – parents, governors, community, diocesan education authority;



Capital funding from Welsh Government and Powys County Council;



Internal officer capacity;



Capacity of other service areas to provide support;



Planning permission and any other statutory consents that may be required.
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4 Economic Case
4.1 Critical Success Factors
CSF1: Strategic Fit
 The option must satisfy all 5 investment objectives and business needs
 The option must optimise the benefits as presented in the Main Benefits Criteria
 The option must be aligned with and promote the national, regional and local

strategies
CSF2: Potential Value for Money (VFM)
 The option must optimise the resources available for the delivery of learning
 The option must provide value for money in the delivery of learning

CSF3: Potential Achievability


The option must be acceptable to learners, staff, governors, and the wider
community;



The option must be politically acceptable at local, county, and national level;



The option must be achievable within current legislation;



The options must be operationally achievable/physically achievable.

CSF4: Supply side Capacity and Capability


The option must secure sufficient appropriate resources and expertise to be
deployed within Powys to achieve the investment objectives.

CSF5: Potential Affordability


The extent to which the option is affordable within the forecasted revenue of
participating organisations;



The extent to which the option is affordable within the forecasted capital finding of
participating organisations.

4.2 Long List Options
The long list of options was generated by a cross departmental group of stakeholders at a
workshop held on Thursday 19th March 2020. The following individuals were present at this
workshop:




Marianne Evans – Senior Manager Education Services;
Betsan Ifan – Strategic Programme Manager;
Dawn Richards – Capital and Financial Planning Accountant;



Jennie Ashton – Service Strategy & Development Manager
Anwen Orrells – Challenge Advisor
Ian Pilcher – HOWPS
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Laurence Darley – CPC Project Services LLP

Each option was evaluated against the agreed investment objectives and critical success
factors to determine whether they were to be discounted or carried forward to the short list for
further consideration.

4.3 Scope Appraisal
4.3.1 Options


Minimum – 4 to 16 All through School;



Intermediate – 4 to 18 All through School with community facilities;



Maximum – 4 to 18 All through School with sixth form and community facilities

4.3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Table 10 – Scope advantages and disadvantages
Do Minimum: 4 to 16 All through School
Advantages

Disadvantages



Aligns to the strategic approach to
education of Powys County Council;





Will contribute towards the wider efficiency
of sixth form funding across the whole
county;



Pupils accessing further and higher
education elsewhere will have access to a
wider range of courses than can currently
be offered at Ysgol Bro Hyddgen’s sixth
form.





Requires consultation to close the sixth
form;
Increased travel to learn time for sixth form
pupils;
Does not address condition issues with the
current leisure centre building;



Current crossing site between the school
and the leisure centre on the A487 is a
safeguarding risk;



Does not create sustainable leisure facilities
within the Machynlleth catchment area;



Does not safeguard local jobs at the leisure
centre for the long term;



Will require the eventual closure of the
leisure centre as the asset replacement is
beyond the envelope for capital expenditure
for PCC.

Intermediate: 4 to 16 All through School with community facilities
Advantages

Disadvantages



Provides continuity for pupils progressing
from secondary to further education at the
same site;





Minimises travel to learn time for learners
access the sixth form at the site;
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Removes safeguarding issue crossing A487
road to the leisure site;



Increases opportunities for learners to
access modern, fit for purpose leisure
facilities;



Presents opportunities for expanding pupil
access to leisure facilities;



Maintains the sustainability of leisure
facilities within the community for the long
term;



Safeguards jobs within the community;



Maintains gross value add benefits
achieved through the leisure centre
provision to the local economy



Does not contribute towards PCC creating a
sustainable financially affordable approach
to sixth form provision;



Additional capital funding required.

Maximum: 4 to 18 All through School with sixth form and community facilities
Advantages

Disadvantages



Provides continuity for pupils progressing
from secondary to further education at the
same site;



Current sixth form is small and therefore
cannot offer a wide range of course choices
to learners;



Minimises travel to learn time for learners
access the sixth form at the site;





Removes safeguarding issue crossing A487
road to the leisure site;

Does not contribute towards PCC creating a
sustainable financially affordable approach
to sixth form provision;



Requires negotiation with third party
(Freedom Leisure);



Additional capital funding required.



Increases opportunities for learners to
access modern, fit for purpose leisure
facilities;



Presents opportunities for expanding pupil
access to leisure facilities;



Maintains the sustainability of leisure
facilities within the community for the long
term;



Safeguards jobs within the community;



Maintains gross value add benefits
achieved through the leisure centre
provision to the local economy
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4.3.3 Conclusion
Table 11 – Scope appraisal summary
Reference to:

Do Nothing

Intermediate
Scope

Maximum
Scope

1. To improve the learning provision and outcomes
for pupils and learners across the age range







2. To ensure that pupils in the Machynlleth area are
able to access high quality Welsh-medium
provision through all key stages of education







3. To deliver a fit for purpose building solution that
delivers an improved learning environment,
meeting BREEAM requirements, and of the
appropriate size;







4. To further improve the transition between all key
stages;







5. To create a community focussed school that is the
central point for multi-agency success to support
children, their families and the community;

?





6. To ensure the economic and financial sustainability
of the school.











Strategic Fit
Strategic Fit







Potential VFM







Potential achievability







Supply side capability







Affordability







Carry
Forward for
Comparison

Preferred

Discounted

Summary

The Intermediate scope is the preferred option as it aligns with all the schemes investment
objectives and critical success factors.
The do-minimum scope is carried forward for economic comparison. It does not however, align
to the strategic objectives for education and community campus provision developed by
Powys County Council. It is also questionable whether this option will meet investment
objective five ‘To create a community focussed school that is the central point for multi-agency
success to support children, their families and the community’, without the additional facilities
that the library, meeting rooms, swimming pool, sports hall and external sports facilities bring
to the project.
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4.4 Service Solution Appraisal
4.4.1 Options
 Option 1 – Undertake essential maintenance only to both primary and secondary

campuses, managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 2 - Refurbish secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary

campus managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 3 – Remodel secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary

campus, managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 4 – New build secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary

campus, managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 5 – New build primary and secondary campuses and leisure and library facilities

on four sites;
 Option 6 – New build primary and secondary campus on single site, managed decline

of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 7 – New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with new

build community leisure, library, and meeting facilities on existing secondary school site.
 Option 8 – New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with new

build community leisure, library, and meeting facilities on single alternative site.

4.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Table 12 – Service solution advantages and disadvantages
Option 1: Undertake essential maintenance only to both primary and secondary campuses,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030
Advantages

Disadvantages






Inadequate school buildings that are in poor
condition will continue in use;



Current cohort of learners continues to be
taught in sub-standard accommodation;



Does not provide a single sited All Through
Campus;



Piecemeal school estate (at Ysgol Bro
Hyddgen);



Does not fully realise the benefits of an All
Through School in terms of cross-phase
teaching and learning/transition, or use of
specialist teaching facilities;



Will still require significant investment in the
short/medium term
Does not address issue of surplus places
Will not generate any lifecycle efficiencies;
Will not generate any property revenue
efficiencies;



No capital spends required immediately;
Enables alternative use of capital funding
within the programme envelope;
No significant construction disruption to
pupils and learners.
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No new potential for additional revenue
income streams;
Current layouts are inappropriate;
Will result in significant investment required
in medium term;
Will not in result in a 21st Century standard
school;
Does not free up sites for capital release;
Does not provide opportunity for new
housing on existing primary school site.

Option 2: Refurbish secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary campus,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030
Advantages

Disadvantages



Extends the life of the secondary school
building.
Addresses immediate issues easily;
Reduces the probability of disruption to
service delivery;
Less immediate drain on Council’s capital
resources;
Continuity of education on sites;



Inadequate school buildings continue with
poor suitability and sustainability factors, R &
M funding would not stop further
deterioration;



Current cohort of learners continues to be
taught in sub-standard accommodation;



Does not provide a single sited All Through
Campus;

Enables alternative use of capital funding
within the programme envelope.



Piecemeal school estate (at Ysgol Bro
Hyddgen);



Does not fully realise the benefits of an All
Through School in terms of cross-phase
teaching and learning/transition, or use of
specialist teaching facilities;



Does not address issue of surplus places



Unlikely to generate lifecycle efficiencies;



Unlikely to
efficiencies;



No new potential for additional revenue
income streams;



Financially unviable as it will not attract 21st
Century School funding;
Does not enhance current public perception
of the condition of the specialist school
facilities campus;
Some noise disruption to pupils;
Does not improve the learning environment
and does not provide a suitable environment
suitable for the needs of vulnerable pupils
and staff;
Does not enhance current public perception
of the condition of the specialist school
facilities campus, may be viewed as a stop
gap solution
The works required at Ysgol Bro Hyddgen
could
severely
impact
the
Major
Improvement Programme fund, which will
decrease the amount of funding available for
much needed improvements at other
schools;
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Will not in result in a 21st Century standard
school;



Does not free up sites for capital release;



Does not provide opportunity for new
housing on existing primary school site.

Option 3: Remodel secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary campus,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030
Advantages

Disadvantages









Extends the life of some secondary school
blocks;
Addresses immediate issues easily;
Less immediate drain on Council’s capital
resources in Band B;

Disruption to pupils;
Inadequate school buildings continue with
poor suitability and sustainability factors, R &
M funding would not stop further
deterioration on blocks not rebuilt;
Potential reduction in outdoor space;
Piecemeal school estate (at Ysgol Bro
Hyddgen)



Enables alternative use of capital funding
within the programme envelope;






Provision matches current and long-term
pupil projections





Partially addresses surplus places issue



Provides a clear learning pathway (4-18yrs)

Does not fully realise the benefits of an All
Through School in terms of cross-phase
teaching and learning/transition, or use of
specialist teaching facilities



No significant construction disruption and
continuity of education on the current site



Unlikely to generate substantial lifecycle
efficiencies;



Provides flexibility within (SOP) cost
envelope to focus on other priorities



Unlikely to generate substantial property
revenue efficiencies;



Marginal improvements in premises result in
improved teaching and learning experiences
and outcomes



No new potential for additional revenue
income streams;



Improves the condition of the school estate



Does not enhance current public perception
of the condition of the specialist school
facilities campus, may be viewed as a stop
gap solution
Does not improve the learning environment
overall and does not provide a suitable
environment suitable for the needs of
vulnerable pupils and staff.
Will not in result in a 21st Century standard
school;
Does not free up sites for capital release;







Does not provide opportunity for new
housing on existing primary school site.

Option 4: New build secondary campus and conduct essential maintenance to primary campus,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030
Advantages

Disadvantages





Does not provide 21st Century standard
school for primary cohort;



Potential transport disruption within the
locality during construction;



Larger capital requirement.;



Current cohort of primary learners continues
to be taught in sub-standard
accommodation



Potential reduction in outdoor space







Will generate 21st Century standard school
for secondary pupils;
Creates a carbon efficient building;
Optimises utility costs;
Reduces lifecycle costs;
New facilities will prove attractive to potential
learners and employees;
New facilities will be viewed positively within
the community.
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Enhanced teaching and learning facilities
result in enhanced educational outcomes



Does not provide a single sited All Through
Campus



Provision matches current and long-term
pupil projections





Partially addresses surplus places issue

Lack of parity between primary and
secondary sector in terms of building
conditions



Does not fully realise the benefits of an All
Through School in terms of cross-phase
teaching and learning/transition, or use of
specialist teaching facilities;



Does not free up sites for capital release;



Does not provide opportunity for new
housing on existing primary school site;

Option 5: New build primary and secondary campuses and leisure and library facilities on foure
sites;
Advantages

Disadvantages





Potential transport disruption within the
locality during construction;



Larger capital requirement.;



Does not provide a single sited All Through
Campus;



Does not fully realise the benefits of an All
Through School in terms of cross-phase
teaching and learning/transition, or use of
specialist teaching facilities;



Does not free up sites for capital release;



Does not provide opportunity for new
housing on existing primary school site;



Reduces capital funding availability for other
schemes.







Will generate 21st Century standard school
for secondary pupils;
Creates a carbon efficient building;
Optimises utility costs;
Reduces lifecycle costs;
New facilities will prove attractive to potential
learners and employees;
New facilities will be viewed positively within
the community;



Enhanced teaching and learning facilities
result in enhanced educational outcomes;



Provision matches current and long-term
pupil projections;



Addresses surplus places issue.

Option 6: New build primary and secondary campus on single site, managed decline of leisure
centre forecast closure in 2030
Advantages

Disadvantages





Potential transport disruption within the
locality during construction;



Larger capital requirement.;



Reduces capital funding availability for other
schemes.







Will generate 21st Century standard school
for secondary pupils;
Creates a carbon efficient building;
Optimises utility costs;
Reduces lifecycle costs;
New facilities will prove attractive to potential
learners and employees;
New facilities will be viewed positively within
the community;



Enhanced teaching and learning facilities
result in enhanced educational outcomes;



Provision matches current and long term
pupil projections;






Addresses surplus places issue.
Provides a clear learning pathway (4-16yrs);
Creates a single sited all through campus;
Maximises the benefits of an all through
school in terms of cross-phase teaching and
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learning/transition, or use of specialist
facilities;
Facilitates the capital receipt opportunity
from the sale of the primary school site;
Enables
new
housing
development
opportunity on the old primary school site.

Option 7: New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure facilities on
existing secondary school site
Advantages

Disadvantages





Potential transport disruption within the
locality during construction;



Larger capital requirement.;



Reduces capital funding availability for other
schemes;



Current site is constrained and there will
therefore be either a requirement to
purchase additional land adjacent to the site
or compromise on the amount of outdoor
space.



Requires the development of complex
access arrangements with Freedom
Leisure;



Additional officer time to develop scheme.







Will generate 21st Century standard school
for secondary pupils;
Creates a carbon efficient building;
Optimises utility costs;
Reduces lifecycle costs;
New facilities will prove attractive to potential
learners and employees;
New facilities will be viewed positively within
the community;



Enhanced teaching and learning facilities
result in enhanced educational outcomes;



Provision matches current and long-term
pupil projections;






Addresses surplus places issue.
Provides a clear learning pathway (4-16yrs);
Creates a single sited all through campus;
Maximises the benefits of an all through
school in terms of cross-phase teaching and
learning/transition, or use of specialist
facilities;
Facilitates the capital receipt opportunity
from the sale of the primary school site;
Enables
new
housing
development
opportunity on the old primary school site.




Option 7: New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure facilities on
single alternative site
Advantages

Disadvantages





Potential transport disruption within the
locality during construction;



Larger capital requirement;



Alternative potential site is not in Council
ownership;



Alternative potential site land categorisation
may make development difficult



Reduces capital funding availability for other
schemes;



Requires the development of complex
access arrangements with Freedom
Leisure;



Additional officer time to develop scheme.







Will generate 21st Century standard school
for secondary pupils;
Creates a carbon efficient building;
Optimises utility costs;
Reduces lifecycle costs;
New facilities will prove attractive to potential
learners and employees;
New facilities will be viewed positively within
the community;



Enhanced teaching and learning facilities
result in enhanced educational outcomes;



Provision matches current and long-term
pupil projections;





Addresses surplus places issue.
Provides a clear learning pathway (4-16yrs);
Creates a single sited all through campus;
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Maximises the benefits of an all through
school in terms of cross-phase teaching and
learning/transition, or use of specialist
facilities;
Facilitates the capital receipt opportunity
from the sale of the primary school site;
Enables
new
housing
development
opportunity on the old primary school site.
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4.4.3 Conclusion
Table 13 – Service Solution appraisal summary
Reference to:

Option
1

Option
2

Option
3

Option
4

Option
5

Option
6

Option
7

Option
8

To improve the learning
provision and outcomes for
pupils and learners across
the age range

















To ensure that pupils in the
Machynlleth area can access
high quality Welsh-medium
provision through all key
stages of education



?













To deliver a fit for purpose
building solution that delivers
an improved learning
environment, meeting
BREEAM requirements, and
of the appropriate size;





?

?









To further improve the
transition between all key
stages;

















To create a community
focussed school that is the
central point for multi-agency
success to support children,
their families, and the
community;









?

?





To ensure the economic and
financial sustainability of the
school.







?

?







Strategic Fit

















Potential VFM









?







Potential achievability















?

Supply side capability









?







Affordability









?



?

?

Discounted

Discounted

Discounted

Critical Success Factors

Possible

Preferred

Possible

Discounted

Discount
but Carry
Forward

Summary

Both Options 7 and 8 meet or may potentially meet all of the scheme’s investment objectives
and critical success factors and are therefore shortlisted. Whilst option 6 does not align to the
strategic priorities for Powys County Council, it is deliverable, affordable and algins to the core
funding principles of 21st Century Schools funding, it is therefore progressed as a comparator
alongside option 1.
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4.5 Service Delivery Appraisal
4.5.1 Options


Minimum – Local Authority delivery;



Intermediate – Local Authority and Private Sector partner arrangements;



Maximum – Private Sector partnership (PPP);

4.5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Table 14 – Service delivery advantages and disadvantages
Minimum: Local Authority
Advantages

Disadvantages












All requisite delivery structures are already in
place;
Local Authority has extensive experience in
delivering this service delivery model;
Cost effective model;
Strategic link to Councils School
Transformation Programme;
Most expedient model for delivery;
Politically acceptable;
Limited risk due to specialist support within LA

May stifle innovation.

Intermediate: Local Authority and Private Sector Partner arrangements
Advantages

Disadvantages






Will prove more expensive for the Local
Authority



Contractor may not be au fait with the
workings and culture of Local Authority







All requisite delivery structures in place;
Local Authority has extensive experience in
delivering this service delivery model;
Cost effective model;
Strategic link to Councils School
Transformation Programme
Most expedient model for delivery;
Politically acceptable;
Limited risk due to specialist support within LA

Maximum: Private Sector partnership (PPP)
Advantages

Disadvantages





Private contractor is an unknown quantity



Contractor may not be au fait with the
workings and culture of Local Authority



Any private sector partnership will be
unlikely to include local contractors;



Profit element of partnership may impact
on funds available for development



Private sector suppliers will provide
specialisms and capacity that the Local
Authority alone cannot provide
Services can be delivered relatively quickly
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4.5.3 Conclusion
Table 15 – Service Delivery appraisal summary
Reference to:

LA

LA & PSP

PPP

1. To deliver a fit for purpose building solution that
delivers an improved learning environment for
pupils with significant additional learning needs –
minimum condition B and meeting BREEAM
requirements







2. To improve the building’s efficiency / running costs







3. To provide facilities that will accommodate a
greater proportion of pupils with significant
additional learning needs that are currently
accessing provision out of Powys







4. To provide improved opportunities for pupils with
significant additional learning needs







5. To provide holistic support for Powys children with
significant additional needs, incorporating reliable
specialised equipment and facilities







6. Increase the capacity of teaching staff to deliver a
21st century curriculum that meets the needs of
learners with significant additional learning needs.







Strategic Fit







Potential VFM

?





Potential achievability







Supply side capability







Affordability







Critical Success Factors

Summary
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4.6 Implementation Appraisal
4.6.1 Options


Minimum – New School opens September 2023;



Intermediate – New School opens Spring Term 2023;



Maximum - New School opens September 2022;

4.6.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Table 16 – Implementation advantages and disadvantages
Minimum: New School opens September 2023
Advantages

Disadvantages





Lack of disruption to education in the short
term

Local community disruption due to extended
period of works;



Delayed to accrual of scheme benefits



Immediate cohorts of learns miss out
unnecessarily on 21st Century school
facilities

Intermediate: New School opens Spring Term 2023
Advantages

Disadvantages











Immediate cohorts of learns enjoy 21st
Century school facilities within a reasonable
period of time
Minimises disruption to learners once
school becomes operational;
Ensures Local Authority funding allocation is
spent within Welsh Government timescales
Allows time for innovation in design but
ensures completion within a reasonable
time scale;
Minimises local community disruption.

Partial delay to accrual of scheme benefits

Maximum: New School opens September 2022
Advantages

Disadvantages










Immediate cohorts of learns enjoy 21st
Century school facilities within a reasonable
period of time
Minimises disruption to learners once
school becomes operational;
Ensures Local Authority funding allocation is
spent within Welsh Government timescales
Ensures completion in a timely manner;
Minimises local community disruption.
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Potential for rushed design (lack of
innovation);
Timescales may be unrealistic due to lead
in time for sourcing materials
Requires additional bespoke resource for
project in order to deliver upon demanding
timescale.
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4.6.3 Conclusion
Table 17 – Implementation appraisal summary
Reference to:

Sept 23

Spring 23

Sept 22

1. To deliver a fit for purpose building solution that
delivers an improved learning environment for
pupils with significant additional learning needs –
minimum condition B and meeting BREEAM
requirements







2. To improve the building’s efficiency / running costs







3. To provide facilities that will accommodate a
greater proportion of pupils with significant
additional learning needs that are currently
accessing provision out of Powys







4. To provide improved opportunities for pupils with
significant additional learning needs







5. To provide holistic support for Powys children with
significant additional needs, incorporating reliable
specialised equipment and facilities







6. Increase the capacity of teaching staff to deliver a
21st century curriculum that meets the needs of
learners with significant additional learning needs.







Strategic Fit





?

Potential VFM







Potential achievability





?

Supply side capability







Affordability







Critical Success Factors

Summary
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4.7 Funding Appraisal
4.7.1 Options


Minimum – Wholly Local Authority funded from capital programme;



Intermediate - Mix of Local Authority borrowing and Welsh Government funding;



Maximum - Wholly Welsh Government grant funded.



Alternative – Mutual Investment Fund (MIM).

4.7.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
Table 18 – Funding advantages and disadvantages
Minimum: Wholly Local Authority funded from capital programme.
Advantages

Disadvantages



Would not require any additional Local
Authority borrowing;





Maximum control over scale and timescale
of scheme.



Cost prohibitive.



Affordability

Diverts capital from other community
priorities such as Social Care and highways;

Intermediate: Mix of Local Authority borrowing and Welsh Government funding.
Advantages

Disadvantages



Ensures affordability of scheme;





Provides certainty to Welsh Government i.e.
the scheme fits strategically;

Repayment costs for Local Authority may
impact on revenue budgets;





Allows for the direction of capital monies to
other community priorities.

Welsh Government grant funding
requirements may be onerous;



Application process may delay delivery.

Maximum: Wholly Welsh Government grant funded.
Advantages

Disadvantages





Welsh Government grant funding
requirements may be prohibitive;



Application process may delay delivery.



May stifle innovation.

Enables major capital investment in other
community priorities.

Alternative: Mutual Investment Model
Advantages

Disadvantages



No capital funding required up front;





Sponsorship from Welsh Government;



Cost certainty (capital and revenue);

Scheme is not eligible given that RIBA 4
designs are complete for some project
elements





Welsh Governments preferred model;

Development partners may not be
interested;



Complex ownership and governance model;



Multifaceted governance may stifle
innovation;
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Schemes with swimming pools are not
eligible for MIM funding

4.7.3 Conclusion
Table 19 – Funding appraisal summary
Reference to:

LA 100%

Mix

WG 100%

MIM

1. To deliver a fit for purpose building
solution that delivers an improved
learning environment for pupils with
significant additional learning needs –
minimum condition B and meeting
BREEAM requirements









2. To improve the building’s efficiency /
running costs









3. To provide facilities that will
accommodate a greater proportion of
pupils with significant additional learning
needs that are currently accessing
provision out of Powys









4. To provide improved opportunities for
pupils with significant additional learning
needs









5. To provide holistic support for Powys
children with significant additional needs,
incorporating reliable specialised
equipment and facilities









6. Increase the capacity of teaching staff to
deliver a 21st century curriculum that
meets the needs of learners with
significant additional learning needs.









Strategic Fit







?

Potential VFM









Potential achievability





?

?

Supply side capability

?



?

?

Affordability









Critical Success Factors

Summary
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4.8 Summary of appraisals
Table 20 – Long List Summary
Scope

Minimum: 4 to 16 All Through School

appraisal

Intermediate:4 to 16 All Through School with leisure

Maximum: Community Campus. 4 to 18 All

facilities

Through School with sixth form, leisure, library, and
meeting facilities

Service
solution
(Long list
appraisal)

Option 1:

Option 2: Refurb

Option 3:

Option 4: New

Option 5: New

Option 6: New

Option 7: New

Option 8: New

essential

secondary &

Remodel

build secondary

build primary &

build primary &

build Community

build Community

maintenance

essential

secondary &

& essential

secondary & new

secondary single

Campus.

Campus.

primary &

maintenance

essential

maintenance

build leisure and

site, managed

Primary,

Primary,

secondary,

primary,

maintenance

primary,

library facilities

decline of leisure

secondary &

secondary &

managed decline

managed decline

primary,

managed decline

centre forecast

leisure and

leisure and

of leisure centre

of leisure centre

managed decline

of leisure centre

closure in 2030

library and

library and

forecast closure

forecast closure

of leisure centre

forecast closure

meeting facilities

meeting facilities

in 2030

in 2030

forecast closure

in 2030

exiting

single alternative

secondary

site

in 2030

school site
Service
Delivery

Minimum: LA Delivery

Intermediate: LA and Private Sector Delivery

Maximum: Private Sector partnership (PPP)

Implement
ation

Minimum: New School opens September 2023

Intermediate: New School opens Spring Term 2022

Maximum: New School opens September 2022

Funding

Minimum: Wholly LA Funded
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The shortlisted options are therefore:
 Option 1 – To undertake essential maintenance only to both primary and secondary campuses, managed decline of leisure centre forecast

closure in 2030;
 Option 6 – New build primary & secondary single site, managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
 Option 7 – New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure, library, and meeting facilities on existing secondary

school site;
 Option 8 – New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure, library, and meeting facilities (all) on alternative

site.
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4.9 Economic Appraisal
4.9.1 Quantifiable Benefits Methodology
The approach to the economic impact assessment has been developed in line with best
practice guidance, including the HM Treasury’s Green Book (Appraisal and Evaluation in
Central Government) and the Homes and Communities Agency’s (HCA’s) Additionality Guide.
The approach has also given regard to the HM Treasury’s supplementary Green Book
guidance on Public Sector Business Cases: Using the Five Case Model and the Department
for Communities and Local Government’s (DCLG’s) appraisal guide.
Assessment has sought to estimate both the gross and net additional impact of each
intervention at both the local and regional level. In line with the HCA additionality guide (3rd
Edition) the net additional effects of the scheme have been calculated using the following
model:
Figure 5: HCA Additionality Model

Intervention Case

Reference Case

Gross Direct
Effects

Gross Direct
Effects

Less Leakage

Less Leakage

Gross Local
Direct Effects

Gross Local
Direct Effects

Less
Displacement

Net Local Direct
Effects

Less

Less
Displacement

Net Local Direct
Effects

Plus Multiplier

Plus Multiplier

Total Net Local
Effects

Total Net Local
Effects
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Leakage effects: the number or proportion of outputs (occurring under the reference case
and the intervention options) that benefit those outside of the intervention’s target area or
group should be deducted from the gross direct effects.
Displacement: the number or proportion of intervention outputs (occurring under the
reference case and the intervention options) accounted for by reduced outputs elsewhere in
the target area should also be deducted
Economic multiplier effects: further economic activity (jobs, expenditure or income)
associated with additional local income, local supplier purchases and longer-term
development effects then need to be added.

4.9.2

Quantitative Benefits Appraisal

The leakage level associated with option all shortlisted options is 0%. ONS Labour Force
Survey Data indicates that the median travel to work time within Powys was 26 minutes in
2016 (latest data set). Given Machynlleth geographic location it is therefore highly unlikely that
employment benefits derived from the leisure centre will be lost to the local economy.
Displacement associated with all shortlisted options is considered minimal. Swimming related
activity at the centre represented 42% of all participation during 2018/19. The nearest
swimming pool facilities are 16.4 miles away at Llanidloes Sports Centre and 18.3 miles away
at the Plascrug Leisure Centre, Aberystwyth. The approximate journey time to Aberystwyth is
34 minutes by car or bus. Whilst the drive by car to Llanidloes is the same as to Aberystwyth
there is no direct public transport route, with journey times upwards of 1 hour 35 minutes. With
such a large travel distance to alternative facilities and given that both facilities have co-existed
with Bro Ddyfi for an extended period of time, any displacement effects of the continued
existence of swimming facilities in Machynlleth are extremely unlikely. Gym and fitness
activities represented 23% of all activity at the centre during 2018/19, one alternative provider
operates within the town, there is therefore considered to be a low level of displacement in
relation to gym and fitness activities, however this is not zero. Given the low level of people
employed within the industry locally and the limited number of vendors a percentage of half
the current activity level is considered appropriate at 11.5%
The multiplier selected for the business case is 1.34. This is the type II multiplier for
employment for the recreation sector of the Welsh Economy. This is sector number 24 of 25
aggregated from the 88 industries identified by the Welsh Economy Research Unit within the
Input-Output Tables for Wales.
Average annual gross value add (GVA (B) by job filled) has been extracted from the ONS SubRegional Productivity February 2020 release. GVA per employee is based on sector specific
data (Standard Industrial Classification R – Arts, entertainment, and recreation).
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Table 21: GVA Results
Description
Gross direct jobs

9.8 FTE

Leakage

0%

Workplace direct effects

9.8 FTE

Displacement

11.5%

Net workplace direct effects

8.7 FTE

Multiplier

1.34

Total net workplace effects

11.6 FTE

Average annual GVA per workforce job SIC-R

£146,361

Average annual GVA per workforce job in region

£101,541

Total net local effects

£247,901

4.9.3 Net Present Cost
The detailed economic appraisals for each shortlisted option are attached to this business
case in the NPV spreadsheet. The short-listed options have been risk-adjusted to account for
the ‘risk retained’ (in £s) by the organisation under each option. The following tables
summarises the key results of the economic appraisals for each option.
Table 22 – Economic Appraisal – Option 1
To undertake essential maintenance only to both primary and secondary campuses,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
Undiscounted (£’000s)

Net Present Cost (£’000s)

Opening Value

£10.584

£10.584

Capital

£8.352

£7.805

Revenue

£53.683

£39.661

Risk Retained

£7.033

£6.680

Optimism Bias

£0.959

£0.911

Total Costs

£80.611

£65.641

Total Benefits

-£3.700

-£3.074

Costs Net Benefits

£76.911

£62.568
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Table 23 – Economic Appraisal – Option 6
New build primary & secondary single site, managed decline of leisure centre forecast
closure in 2030;
Undiscounted (£’000s)

Net Present Cost (£’000s)

Opening Value

£10.584

£10.584

Capital

£36.984

£29.415

Revenue

£155.301

£68.702

Risk Retained

£2.648

£2.403

Optimism Bias

£1.204

£1.092

£206.719

£112.195

-£4.191

-£3.457

£202.528

£108.738

Total Costs
Total Benefits
Costs Net Benefits
Table 24 – Economic Appraisal – Option 7

New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure, library and
meeting facilities on existing secondary school site;
Undiscounted (£’000s)

Net Present Cost (£’000s)

Opening Value

£10.584

£10.584

Capital

£51.362

£41.366

Revenue

£157.204

£69.048

Risk Retained

£3.764

£3.409

Optimism Bias

£1.711

£1.550

Total Costs

£224.625

£125.956

Total Benefits

-£18.741

-£8.411

Costs Net Benefits

£205.884

£117.545
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Table 25 – Economic Appraisal – Option 8
New build Community Campus. Primary and secondary campus with leisure, library and
meeting facilities (all) on alternative site;
Undiscounted (£’000s)

Net Present Cost (£’000s)

Opening Value

£10.584

£10.584

Capital

£51.362

£41.366

Revenue

£157.204

£69.048

Risk Retained

£3.764

£3.409

Optimism Bias

£1.711

£1.550

Total Costs

£224.625

£125.956

Total Benefits

-£18.241

-£7.899

Costs Net Benefits

£206.384

£118.057

Pease note that the revenue / lifecycle cost totals shown in the tables above consist of the
elements detailed in table 26 below. Estimates for revenue costs are those incurred through
delivery by Freedom Leisure and Ysgol Bro Hyddgen and not Powys County Council. For a
full breakdown of revenue costs incurred by the PCC please see the Financial Case.
Assumptions underpinning these calculations include:









The migration year (4) to the new school and leisure building contains ten months of
old cost structure and two months of new cost structure, this is calculated on the basis
that the new assets will open in January of 2024;
There is anticipated to be no change to existing school staffing structure;
There is a forecasted reduction in the school’s utilities costs of 80% due to the
introduction of Passivhaus standards;
There is anticipated to be no change to existing leisure centre staffing structure;
There is a forecasted reduction in the leisure utilities costs of 50% due to the
introduction of Passivhaus standards;
New state of the art facilities is likely to increase footfall and participation at the leisure
centre increasing income at a rate of 5% per annum;
Direct and indirect GVA modelled in line with HCA guidance for additionality.

Table 26 – Revenue Components
Option

Option 1

Undiscounted Value (£’000)

Years

Cost Elements

Category

Years 1-2

Backlog Maintenance

Whole life

£7.992

Years 0 – 19

School Salary Costs

Per annum

£2.496

Years 0 – 19

School Building Costs

Per annum

£97
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Option

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Undiscounted Value (£’000)

Years

Cost Elements

Category

Years 0 – 19

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£508

Years 0 – 11

Leisure Income

Per annum

£357

Years 0 – 11

Lifecycle Cost

Whole life

£360

Years 0 – 11

GVA

Per annum

£303

Years 1-4

Capital Construction

Whole life

£30.088

Years 0-59

School Salary Costs

Per annum

£2.496

Years 0-3

Building Costs

Per annum

£97

Year 4

Building Costs

Per annum

£91

Years 5-59

Building Costs

Per annum

£59

Years 5-59

Lifecycle Cost

Whole life

Years 0-11

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£508

Years 0 – 11

Leisure Income

Per annum

£357

Years 0 – 11

GVA

Per annum

£303

Years 1-4

Capital Construction

Whole life

£42.775

Years 0-59

School Salary Costs

Per annum

£2.496

Years 0-3

Building Costs

Per annum

£97

Year 4

Building Costs

Per annum

£91

Years 5-59

Building Costs

Per annum

£59

Years 5-59

Lifecycle Cost

Whole life

Years 0-3

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£508

Year 4

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£495

Years 5-59

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£429

Years 0 – 3

Leisure Income

Per annum

£357

Year 4

Leisure Income

Per annum

£360

Years 5-59

Leisure Income

Per annum

£374

Years 0 – 59

GVA

Per annum

£303

Years 1-4

Capital Construction

Whole life
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Option

Undiscounted Value (£’000)

Years

Cost Elements

Category

Years 0-59

School Salary Costs

Per annum

£2.496

Years 0-3

Building Costs

Per annum

£97

Year 4

Building Costs

Per annum

£91

Years 5-59

Building Costs

Per annum

£59

Years 5-59

Lifecycle Cost

Whole life

Years 0-3

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£508

Year 4

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£495

Years 5-59

Leisure Expenditure

Per annum

£429

Years 0 – 3

Leisure Income

Per annum

£357

Year 4

Leisure Income

Per annum

£360

Years 5-59

Leisure Income

Per annum

£374

Years 0 – 59

GVA

Per annum

£303

£8.587

3.7.2 Economic Ranking
Table 27 – Economic Summary
Option

1

Description

To undertake essential maintenance only to both

NPC
(,000)

Discounted
Benefits
(,000)

EAC
(,000)

£65.641

-£3.074

£4.25

£108.738

-£3.457

£4.15

£117.545

-£8.411

£4.48

£118.057

-£7.899

£4.50

primary and secondary campuses, managed decline
of leisure centre forecast closure in 2030;
4

New build primary & secondary single site,
managed decline of leisure centre forecast closure
in 2030;

7

New build primary and secondary campus with
leisure facilities on existing secondary school site

8

New build primary and secondary campus with
leisure facilities (all) on alternative site
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4.9.4 Monte Carlo Simulation
To make the scenario planning more robust (and less linear), we have completed a Monte
Carlo Simulation in this business case. The simulation uses the following cost elements as
variables: backlog maintenance/new build capital, old revenue cost, new revenue cost,
lifecycle cost, capital receipts and new community lettings. Monte Carlo simulation uses
random number generation to provide a set of predictive results. Charting these results can
allow you to determine the probability of a particular result or set of results occurring.
Each variable went through 1000 iterations of number generation to produce a Normal or
Gaussian distribution of the potential results obtainable. A normal distribution for the data was
chosen as the results should conform to central tendency theorem, being clustered around
the estimated value rather than being uniformly distributed between two points.
Once the variables for each option were simulated, the results were used as the input for 27
different potential ‘What if’ scenarios based along the three dimensions of capital, revenue,
and savings. The scenarios were used to demonstrate the sensitivity between the different
variables, providing 27 (+1 base value) different potential outcomes for NPC per option. A list
of the 27(+1) scenario is, and the 28 NPC potential results for each option is shown in
Appendix B: Monte Carlo Simulation.
Finally, the mean and standard deviation values for the 28 scenarios were used as the input
variables for a further 1000 iterations of the simulation to produce a final Normal distribution
curve for each of the four shortlisted options. The results are demonstrated in the two charts
below.
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As can be seen from the first chart each option displays the typical bell-shaped curve indicative
of a Normal distribution. The probability of any value occurring within this distribution can be
read off the chart. Both charts clearly indicate that option 6 (red line) has the lowest annual
equivalent cost while option 8 (green) line has the highest annual cost.
The results also indicate that there is a:


91.96% probability that the net present cost of option 6 will fall between £100m and
£120m;
69.19% probability that the net present cost of option 7 will fall between £100m and
£120m; and
63.63% probability that the net present cost of option 8 will fall between £100m and
£120m.




Table 28: Summary of Top 20 Results
Rank
Order

Total NPV

Scenario
No.

Option
No.

Revenue

Capital

Savings

Points

1

£3.766441

54

Option 6

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Worst Savings

112

2

£3.768581

56

Option 6

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Best Savings

111

3

£3.783123

55

Option 6

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Expected Savings

110

4

£3.898658

28

Option 1

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Best Savings

109

5

£3.901919

27

Option 1

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Expected Savings

108

6

£3.922801

26

Option 1

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Worst Savings

107

7

£3.939105

53

Option 6

Best Capital

Expected Revenue

Best Savings

106

8

£3.946775

51

Option 6

Best Capital

Expected Revenue

Worst Savings

105

9

£3.949401

52

Option 6

Best Capital

Expected Revenue

Expected Savings

104
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Rank
Order

Total NPV

Scenario
No.

Option
No.

Revenue

Capital

Savings

Points

10

£3.967331

46

Option 6

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Expected Savings

103

11

£3.971919

47

Option 6

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Best Savings

102

12

£3.981909

112

Option 8

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Best Savings

101

13

£3.992581

45

Option 6

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Worst Savings

100

14

£4.026253

111

Option 8

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Expected Savings

99

15

£4.056166

110

Option 8

Best Capital

Best Revenue

Worst Savings

98

16

£4.069757

19

Option 1

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Best Savings

97

17

£4.073992

25

Option 1

Best Capital

Expected Revenue

Best Savings

96

18

£4.087513

24

Option 1

Best Capital

Expected Revenue

Expected Savings

95

19

£4.093360

17

Option 1

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Worst Savings

94

20

£4.093934

18

Option 1

Expected Capital

Best Revenue

Expected Savings

93

Through ranking all the potential NPC results (28 x Y options), it is possible to generate a total
NPC score for each option. Each result was ranked from 1-X with X points allocated for the
lowest (least costly) potential NPC through to 1 for the highest (most costly) potential NPC.
The scores were then cumulated for each option, with the highest score obtaining a final score
of 100%, with the other options scoring a percentage of that. The final results are displayed
within the table below:
Table 29: Summary of Overall Results
Option No.

Score

Final Score

Option 1

1922

85.77%

Option 6

2241

100.00%

Option 7

1304

58.19%

Option 8

861

38.42%

4.10 Qualitative Benefits Appraisal
All the benefits from the OBC were grouped into four categories, and the benefit groups were
then weighted by the project team to provide an assessment against the five options.
Table 30 – Benefit Group Weighting
Benefit Groups

Example of Benefits (info in brackets = how achieved)

Standards and

Improved learning outcomes for learners and families (Achieved
through better facilities and learning environments)

Breadth of
Education

Weight
30%

Improved levels of recruitment, quality, retention, and reputation of
staff (New environments will assist this)
Opportunities to benefit from a wider range of learning opportunities
and skills. (Better learning facilities)
Access to a wider range of teaching materials (state of the art ICT and
other emerging technologies) (Better learning facilities)
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Benefit Groups

Example of Benefits (info in brackets = how achieved)

Standards of

Zoned and bespoke facilities for flexible community use (Design)

Estate and

Improved energy efficiency of estate (Through environmental
initiatives)

Facilities

Weight
15%

Increased flexibility of accommodation to meet demands and
expectations of stakeholders (Flexibility through design)
More efficient use of premises / estate (Efficiency through design)
Improved accessibility to all areas of the site (school site disparate
and layout poor)
Financial
Sustainability

Creation of new opportunities for revenue generation (New community
focussed facilities)

5%

Reduced building operating costs (Through environmental initiatives)
Ensure the viability of educational provision (In the longer term, as
other local school estate deteriorates)
Ensure the viability of leisure provision (through removal of extensive
backlog maintenance liabilities)
A prosperous
Wales

Generating sustainable employment opportunities for residents within
Powys (maintaining local educational and leisure employment within
the Machynlleth area)

10%

Improves the attractiveness and viability of Machynlleth town centre,
supporting the growth of local businesses and increasing wider
employment opportunities for local people (indirect and induced spend
within the local economy).
Sport Wales research shows that Welsh sports have a social return of
£2.88 for every pound invested, including considerable savings to the
NHS (creating sustainable accessibility to sports and leisure facilities
within Machynlleth)
A healthier
Wales

A healthy urban environment that supports health, recreation, and
wellbeing (New green spaces and high-quality leisure facilities).

10%

Positive impact on mental and physical health of local community
(secure and sustainable employment opportunities and leisure
amenities that will endure for the long-term)
A more equal
Wales

 Promoting inclusivity of access to leisure and educational services

10%

(DDA compliant access to building);
 Facilitating rural communities’ access to facilities that support
health and wellbeing (local provision of leisure facilities and
associated clubs and activities)

A Wales of
cohesive

 Same site intra-generational opportunities for increased

10%

community wellbeing (whole community access to facilities)

communities
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Benefit Groups

Example of Benefits (info in brackets = how achieved)

A Wales of

 Promoting WG aspirations for one million Welsh Language

vibrant culture

speakers by 2050 (Welsh Medium Language education within a

and thriving

21st Century School setting)

Weight
5%

Welsh language
A globally
responsible

 Low carbon strategies at heart of the new developments to reduce

5%

energy use and promote resource efficiency (Passivhaus design)

Wales

Each of the benefit groups were scored on a range of 0-10 for each option. These scores
were agreed by the workshop participants to confirm that the scores were fair and reasonable.
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Table 31 – Benefits Appraisal

Option 1

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Option 1

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Weighted

Maximum Score

Raw

Weight

Benefit Group

Standards of Education

30

10

6

8

9

9

180

240

270

270

Estate and facilities

15

10

5

9

10

10

75

135

150

150

Financial Sustainability

5

10

5

9

8

8

25

45

40

40

A prosperous Wales

10

10

5

6

9

9

50

60

90

90

A healthier Wales

10

10

6

6

9

9

60

60

90

90

A more equal Wales

10

10

6

6

8

8

60

60

80

80

10

10

6

6

8

8

60

60

80

80

5

10

9

9

9

9

45

45

45

45

5

10

4

7

8

8

20

35

40

40

52

66

78

78

575

740

885

885

4

3

=1

=1

4

3

=1

=1

A Wales of cohesive
communities
A Wales of vibrant culture and
thriving Welsh language
A globally responsible Wales
Total

100

Rank

4.11 Risk Appraisal
The workshop assigned the risk scores shown in the following table based on participants’
judgment and assessment of previous procurements. The range of scales used to quantify
risk followed the corporate risk assessment process. The likelihood and impact scores are
summarised below:
Probability:





Low = 1 - Not likely to occur or may happen once every 20 years;
Medium = 2 - Possible or may happen within 10 years;
High = 3 - Likely or may happen once a year;
Very High = 4 - Certain or happens several times a year.

Impact:
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Low = 1;
Medium = 2;
High = 3;
Catastrophic = 4.

The likelihood is multiplied by the impact score to provide a “risk score”. The main risks fall
into three categories namely Service Risk (SR), Business Risk (BR) and External
environmental risk (EER).
Table 32 – Risk Appraisal
No

Summary of Risk

Category

Option
1

Option
6

Option
7

Option
8

1.

The risk that there will be an undermining
of customer’s/media’s perception of the
organisation’s ability to fulfil its business
requirements – for example, adverse
publicity concerning an operational
problem

SR

8

12

1

2

2.

Continuity of 21st century funding not
sustained by mainstream funding

SR

0

3

9

12

3.

Newly redeveloped or built school may
attract pupils from other schools or
catchment areas

EER

0

4

6

6

4.

Delay in WG approval of FBC

SR/ EER

0

0

1

2

5.

Availability of Capital funding, both in terms
of Capital allocation from WG and
prudential borrowing

SR

12

4

12

12

6.

Feasibility unproven - in terms of
SIS/Ecology

SR /
EER

0

0

0

9

7.

Lack of stakeholder support for scheme

SR

25

9

2

6

8.

Lack of adequate revenue funding stream

SR

1

6

3

3

9.

Lack of timely decision making at PCC

SR

0

1

1

2

10.

Unsuccessful schools’ re-organisation and
consultation process. Low level of public
support for scheme.

EER

0

0

0

0

11.

Failure to develop and implement plan and
processes to manage staff and learners
prior, during and post commissioning of the
new/ existing/alternative facilities

SR

1

1

1

1

12.

For any number of unforeseen reasons,
arising from risk and uncertainty, the
construction costs increase beyond original
cost estimates

SR /
EER

6

4

4

6

13.

Failure to gain planning and environmental
approvals or acquire land for new
construction

SR /
EER

0

4

6

8
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No

Summary of Risk

Category

Option
1

Option
6

Option
7

Option
8

14.

Curriculum developed fails to engage
learners - inadequate facilities to deliver
broader curriculum

SR

12

1

1

1

15.

Statutory consultation fails

EER

0

0

0

0

16.

Health and Safety - e.g. Injuries/incidents
during construction leading to delays/injury
investigation/claims for compensation/
prosecution

SR

20

5

5

5

17.

The risk that design cannot deliver the
services to the required quality of
Educational Provision standards.

SR

12

3

3

3

18.

The risk that the construction of physical
assets is not completed on time, to budget
and to specification

SR

2

2

2

2

19.

The risk that the quality/quantity of initial
intelligence (for example, preliminary site
investigation) will affect the likelihood of
unforeseen problems occurring.

SR

8

2

2

8

20.

The risk arising in accommodation projects
relating to the need to decant staff/clients
from one site to another

SR

0

0

0

0

21.

The risk that the nature of the project has a
major impact on its adjacent area and
there is a strong likelihood of objection
from the public.

SR

1

2

2

3

22.

The risk that can arise from the contractual
arrangements between two parties – for
example, the capabilities of the contractor/
when a dispute occurs

SR

1

1

1

1

23.

The risk that the quantum of service
provided is less than that required under
the contract

SR

0

1

1

1

24.

The risk that the demand for a service
does not match the levels planned,
projected or assumed

SR

1

1

1

1

25.

The risk that actual community usage of
the service varies from the levels forecast
as a benefit.

SR/ EER

1

1

2

2

26.

The risk that changes in technology result
in services being provided using suboptimal technical solutions

SR /
EER

1

1

1

1

27.

The risk relating to the uncertainty of the
values of physical assets at the end of the
contract period

EER

0

2

2

2

28.

Profile of capital expenditure incorrect

SR/ EER

2

2

2

2

29.

The risk that project outcomes are
sensitive to economic influences – for

EER

1

1

1

1
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No

Summary of Risk

Category

Option
1

Option
6

Option
7

Option
8

example, where actual inflation differs from
assumed inflation rates
30.

The risk that policy & legislative change
increases costs. This can be divided into
secondary legislative risk (for example,
changes to corporate taxes) and primary
legislative risk (for example, specific
changes which affect a particular project)

EER

0

1

1

1

31.

A change in political climate at WG level

EER

1

4

4

4

32.

A change in political climate at County
level

EER

1

4

4

4

33.

Outcome of internal decision making (i.e.
Decisions made against officer
recommendations)

SR

0

0

2

2

34.

Loss of experienced staff

SR

2

2

2

2

35.

The risk that the timescales for the new
school will be delayed as a result of Covid19 impact on the construction process and
on the successful contractor’s supply-chain

EER

3

9

9

9

36.

The risk that the cost of materials may
increase as a result of reduced supply due
to Covid-19

EER

3

6

6

6

Total

125

99

100

Rank

3

1

2

130
4

While both schemes scored considerably differently under some individual risks, over the full
assessment both Options 6 and 7 only have one point separating them. Option 8 has
considerably more uncertainty surrounding it due to the potential unavailability/affordability of
the alternative site which is not in PCC ownership.

4.12 The Preferred Option
Table 33 – Final Appraisal Scores
Evaluation Results

Option 1

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Economic appraisals

1

2

3

4

Benefits appraisal

4

3

=1

=1

Risk appraisal

3

1

2

4

Total Points

8

6

6

9

Overall Ranking

3

=1

=1

4

At this SOC/OBC stage both options 6 and 7 are possible however due to the mix of additional
benefits provided by the School and Community Leisure Campus PCCs preferred scheme at
this stage is option 7.
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Figure 6: Outline Scheme Drawings

*Nb this is an illustrative design and there are still several options around the layout of the
external pitches and playing fields. The grass pitch design is also subject to Natural Resources
Wales approval.
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5 Commercial Case
5.1 Procurement Method
5.1.1 Procurement Strategy
Three procurement strategy routes were considered in the Strategic Outline Plan Commercial
Case. These included the following:


Public/Private partnerships;



Joint venture with the private sector;



Conventional procurement routes utilising framework contractors.

Consideration of these procurement routes concluded that a Joint Venture with the private
sector and the Public/Private Partnerships route were unfeasible in this instance of the
following reasons:
i.

There was no commitment to further commercial opportunities of significant scale that
could be offered to a separate private entity. This would reduce the commercial appeal
of entering a formal partnership or joint venture with Powys County Council.

ii.

Both Private/Public Partnerships and Joint Ventures are more complex and time
consuming to set up and manage. Powys only has limited major construction projects
to offer, therefore it is less likely that the fixed costs involved in setting up the
partnerships would be recovered through down the line savings or savings achieved
through quantities of scale.

iii.

Given the scale of development required within the Council’s Band A 21st century
Schools Programme, it is felt that the additional costs incurred by the complexities of
Public/Private partnerships or a Joint Venture with the private sector will not be justified
by the potential benefits from entering into these arrangements.

The Council has good experience of working with contractor frameworks. The Council has
concluded that the optimum procurement route will be to join the revised SEWSCAP
framework that is being re-launched in June 2019 (SEWSCAP 3).
The benefits of utilising contractors from this existing Contractor Frameworks list are as
follows:
1. Consultation and design development can be carried out by the Heart of Wales Property
Services Ltd (HoWPS), which is a 50:50 joint venture partnership between PCC and Kier.
The design team will then remain actively involved throughout the duration of the project
fulfilling the intelligent client role once the project is passed over to the successful
contractor, thus ensuring continuity of professional staff representing PCC during all
stages of the project programme.
2. Compliant with EU procurement directives and the Public Contract Regulations (2014),
offering a swift route to market and opportunities for early contractor involvement;
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3. The framework is free to use, offering a variety of contracts, pricing models and the
potential for further savings achieved via mini competition;
4. The new SEWSCAP Property Construction Framework is divided into the following lots:
 Lot 1: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£250,000 to £1,500,000) - Powys County Council and other Potential Employers
based or operating in Powys or operating nearby;
 Lot 2: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£250,000 to £1,500,000) - Torfaen County Borough Council, Blaenau Gwent County
Borough Council, Monmouthshire County Council, Caerphilly County Borough
Council or other Potential Employers based or operating near those areas;
 Lot 3: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£250,000 to £1,500,000) - Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council, Merthyr
Tydfil County Borough Council and Bridgend County Borough Council and any
Participating Authorities based or operating near those areas
 Lot 4: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£250,000 to £1,500,000) - Vale of Glamorgan Council, The County Council of the
City of Cardiff Council, Newport City Council or other Potential Employers based or
operating near those areas;
 Lot 5: Provision of Construction services, extensions, and refurbishment under
traditional or design and build with all associated works – (£1,500,001 to £3,000,000)
- Powys County Council and other Potential Employers based or operating in Powys
or operating nearby to include new build
 Lot 6: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£1,500,001 to £3,000,000) - All Potential Employers
 Lot 7: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£3,000,001 to £5,000,000) - All Potential Employers
 Lot 8: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£5,000,001 to £10,000,000) - All Potential Employers
 Lot 9: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£10,000,001 to £25,000,000) - All Potential Employers
 Lot 10: Provision of Construction services to include new build, extensions, and
refurbishment under traditional or design and build with all associated works –
(£25,000,001 to £100,000,000) – All Potential Employers
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In this instance the Council propose to use Lot 10 (£25M - £100M). The Core principles of the
framework are the over-riding objectives guiding the Authority and the Contractor in the
operation of this Framework Agreement, and in entering and performing Call-Off Contracts.
The Authority and the Contractor hereby agree:


To work together and with the Potential Employers, Employers, and their advisers in
good faith and in a spirit of mutual trust and co-operation;



To act in a co-operative and collaborative manner to achieve and advance the relevant
Construction Project;



To share information honestly and openly; and



To highlight any difficulties at the earliest possible opportunity.

The Authority and the Contractor agree to work together in accordance with the terms of this
Framework Agreement and in co-operation and collaboration with the Potential Employers,
Employers and their advisers, to achieve the successful delivery of a series of Construction
Projects and in particular, the Core Principles.
The Contractor will always both in relation to this Framework Agreement and any Call-Off
Contract, adhere to the Core Principles.
To achieve and advance the Core Principles, the Authority and the Contractor agree that they
will at all times support collaborative behaviour and confront behaviour that does not comply
with the Core Principles.
The Contractor agrees to provide the Authority with such information as the Authority may
from time to time reasonably request including (without limitation) in relation to:


Its status (including financial standing), structure and management;



Its resource commitments and availability;



Its performance under any Call-Off Contracts; and



The performance of its obligations under this Framework Agreement.

If the Contractor fails in any material respect to provide any information requested, or provides
information which is materially incomplete, incorrect, or insufficient, the Authority may serve
notice of suspension from this Framework Agreement on the Contractor.

5.1.2 Award methodology
Within this framework two methods may be used by Participating Authorities to award
contracts under the framework, as summarised below (Direct award applies to Lots 1-7 and
10 only):
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1. Mini-tender – Contractors in the relevant Lots will be invited to tender against a range
of quality and pricing criteria. This method will apply to all Lots;
2. Early Contractor Involvement mini-tender - Early Contractor Involvement allows the
Employer to engage with a Contractor via a contract to carry out services such as initial
design, feasibility and assisting in planning and business cases etc. This process
known as a 2-stage design and build requires bidders to submit an overall price for the
whole of the works including the design. This will form the basis for the ECI
appointment and will be discussed and refined during ECI with the aim of agreeing
prices or a contract sum within the price envelope prior to the start of the construction
stage.
Under this mini tendering process, the framework contractors will be asked to price scheme
specific Preliminaries and Design Costs including an approximate Target Cost as a guide. All
other costs would be in accordance with their (already tendered) framework submission.
Under NEC3 Option C, the interim valuations will be paid on actual invoiced costs for labour,
plant, materials and sub-contractors plus overheads and profit with a gain/pain percentage
share on completion.
The following broad principles are to be pursued, around contractor incentivisation in order to
help to implement smart procurement. Their implementation is subject only to agreement on
the manner of their application in specific negotiations, and further formal consultation on
appropriate contract terms and conditions:


Making best use of competition at prime and sub-contract level to meet requirements
and achieving value for money.



Making the best use of effective pricing mechanisms to reflect the circumstances of
the procurement will be used to promote incentivisation of performance.



The Council and Industry have common objectives in trying to ensure that incentives
produce demonstrable value for money (VFM) benefits for Powys and sustained
shareholder value for Industry.



Risks and rewards should be shared between the Council and Industry in an equitable
manner.



Risk should be owned by those best placed to manage it.



The prospect of longer-term commercial relationships in return for good performance
should be a major spur to good performance supported by incentivisation
arrangements



The benefits of incentivisation arrangements should apply to the sub-contract supplier
base and continue to be nurtured to achieve VFM.



Gain-sharing opportunities should be actively explored and pursued wherever
possible.



Partnering arrangements for longer term contracts must include a framework for
continuing incentivisation.
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Benchmarking of performance against recognised best in class processes and
practises will aid assessment of achievement against incentivisation measures.



Sanctions for unsatisfactory performance against the contract requirement need to be
available and will be used where appropriate.



Sharing of future contract savings in subsequent contracts.

The Core principles of the framework are the over-riding objectives guiding the Authority and
the Contractor in the operation of this Framework Agreement, and in entering and performing
Call-Off Contracts. The Authority and the Contractor hereby agree:


To work together and with the Potential Employers, Employers and their advisers in
good faith and in a spirit of mutual trust and co-operation.



To act in a co-operative and collaborative manner so as to achieve and advance the
relevant Construction Project;



To share information honestly and openly; and



To highlight any difficulties at the earliest possible opportunity.

5.2

Required Services

5.2.1 The required service streams:
A new 4 to 18 all through school with 620 places, plus early years facilities, inclusive of 25m
pool, wet and dry side changing rooms, fitness centre, public library, meeting rooms, and
associated remedial works to the bowls hall.

5.2.2 The specification of required outputs:


CO2 or energy arising from site activities as deemed required by the contractor to
achieve Passivhaus;



CO2 or energy arising from transport to and from site as deemed required by the
contractor to achieve Passivhaus;



Water consumption arising from site activities as deemed required by the contractor to
achieve Passivhaus;



Air (dust) pollution arising from the site as deemed required by the contractor to
achieve Passivhaus;



Water (ground and surface) pollution occurring on the site as deemed required by the
contractor to achieve Passivhaus;



80% of site timber is responsibly sourced and 100% is legally sourced.

5.3

Potential for Risk Transfer.

Table 34 – Risk category
Risk Category
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Public

Private

Design risk



Construction and development risk



Shared



Transition and implementation risk



Availability and performance risk
Operating risk



Variability of revenue risks




Termination risks
Technology and obsolescence risks



Control risks



Residual value risks



Financing risks



Legislative risks



Other project risks



5.4

Project Bank Accounts (PBAs)

Details around the approach to PBAs will be developed as this proposal moves through the
various approval gates. This will include details of:


Who will approve the PBA documentation and how? For example, who will approve
and sign the Deeds of Trust, Deeds of Adherence / Joining Deed, Bank Mandate.



Who will agree payments due to the lead contractor and each of their named
suppliers and how?



Who will be responsible for paying money into the PBA and authorising payments
out?



Who will agree why certain supply chain members may not be paid directly from
the PBA and the criteria this will be based upon?

It is important that the benefits of PBAs are understood, and prospective tenderers understand
that they should communicate these benefits down the supply chain, to maximise subcontractor sign up to the PBA.
To support this, a briefing pack and information sheet for tenderers outlining both the benefits
and requirements of using a PBA.
Additionally, at tender stage, the procuring party will include clauses in the ITT documentation,
referencing the use of PBAs. These clauses will include specific requirements on how the PBA
will operate.
Figure 7: PBA money route
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Client Bank
Account

Project
Bank
Account

Lead
Contractor
Bank Account

SubContractor
Bank Account

Client transfers agreed monies in
to the PBC as per invoice

Lead contractor submits a
schedule of payments to be made
to the client. Lead contractor
loads payments into the internet
banking system. Client checks
payments against schedule and
exercises final authorisation

SubContractor
Bank Account

SubContractor
Bank Account

5.5 Community Benefits
5.5.1 Agreed schedule
The inclusion of community benefits/social requirements within contracts will ensure that wider
social and economic issues are considered when tendering construction and development
work. The Council particularly considers that the works afford an ideal opportunity to the
contractor to enhance employment prospects and skills through the recruitment, training, and
retention of economically inactive people at a disadvantage in the labour market.

5.5.2 Delivery of agreed targets
Based on previous experience, for a project of this value, we would expect the successful
contractor to:








Deliver a Meet the Buyer Event to raise awareness of project to local supply chain;
Use Sell2Wales to advertise opportunities;
Complete 100% payments to sub-contractors within 23 days of receipt of invoice;
Utilise and complete the Value Wales Measurement Tool;
Provide at least 1,570 person weeks of employment; training and/or work experience
opportunities for unemployed people, those leaving and educational establishment or
training provider; trainee’s or apprentices;
Employee 50 apprentices on the project;
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Conduct 4,530 pupil interactions;
Spend at least 85% of contract spend in Wales;
Divert 85% of waste from landfill;
Conduct 3 Community initiatives throughout the duration of the project;
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6 Financial Case
6.1 Project Summary Costs
Table 35 – Key metrics
New Build % (Area)

100%

Description of work & any unusual constraints

Project will be the first passivhaus community
campus project in the UK

# Pupil Places

620

# SEN Places

ALN Centre will be established to cater for
primary and secondary phase pupils, some
who will come from out of catchment

Total # Places

32

# Storeys (including basement)

3

Delivered through Regional Framework?

SEWSCAP 3

Contract period in weeks

Approximately 72

GFA (M2)

6935 school, 1700 leisure

# Trainee and apprenticeship opportunities

50

Use of local subcontractors as a % of total cost

To be agreed with contractor at tender stage

6.2 Breakdown of Capital Costs
Table 36 – Breakdown of capital costs
Project Costs
Capital Cost

£42,775,149.87

Optimism Bias

£1,711,006

Risk

£3,764,213

VAT (only to be included where non-recoverable by applicant)
Total Project Cost (inclusive of optimism bias and risk)

£0
£48,250,369

Total (It is assumed that optimism bias and risk will be fully mitigated
and that the capital build cost is the actual cost upon which the

£27,803847

intervention rate will apply.
Funding Body Intervention Rate
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6.3 Cost Template
Table 37 – Elemental Breakdown
2017/18-2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

Total

Cost/m2

Cost/Pupil

Development costs
Site investigation

£

143,438.00

£

143,438.00

£

16.61

£

231.35

Land acquisition

£

500,000.00

£

500,000.00

£

57.90

£

806.45

Substructure

£

-

£ 1,976,412.60

£

-

£ 1,976,412.60

£

228.88

£

3,187.76

Superstructure

£

-

£

751,068.78

£ 5,305,762.45

£ 2,099,386.46

£ 8,156,217.69

£

944.55

£

13,155.19

Abnormals

£

-

£

315,733.33

£

£

266,421.06

£ 1,255,478.17

£

145.39

£

2,024.96

Externals

£

-

£ 1,445,026.11

£ 3,081,620.96

£ 1,219,337.16

£ 5,745,984.24

£

665.43

£

9,267.72

Construction cost
-

673,323.78

£

Internal finishes

£

-

£

-

£ 1,184,040.73

£ 1,159,880.80

£ 2,343,921.53

£

271.44

£

3,780.52

Services

£

-

£

-

£ 4,360,989.12

£ 2,578,096.68

£ 6,939,085.80

£

803.60

£

11,192.07

Preliminaries

£

-

£ 1,549,146.61

£ 1,092,473.39

£

£ 2,641,620.00

£

305.92

£

4,260.68

-

Overhead/Profit

Inc.

Existing leisure
Centre demolition
costs/ making good
of site/ bowling
centre consequential:

Inc.

£ 1,200,000.00

£ 1,200,000.00

£

138.97

£

1,935.48

£

355,000.00

£

710,000.00

£

82.22

£

1,145.16

£

Client costs
ICT
FFE

£

355,000.00

£

290,000.00

£

290,000.00

580,000.00

£

67.17

£

935.48

Design Fees

£

761,786.70

£

449,606.04

£

958,816.86

£

379,385.09

£

-

£ 2,549,594.69

£

295.26

£

4,112.25

Professional fees

£

293,611.19

£

204,545.79

£

436,208.44

£

172,599.15

£

-

£ 1,106,964.57

£

128.20

£

1,785.43

£

-

£

890,533.72

£ 1,899,126.49

£

751,447.22

£ 3,541,107.43

£

410.09

£

5,711.46

£

154,604.76

£

329,705.64

£

£

-

£

763,257.00

£

88.39

£

1,231.06

£

285,537.52

£ 1,324,734.55

£ 1,011,796.08

£ 2,622,068.14

£

303.66

£

4,229.14

£ 8,938,189.60

£ 20,249,513.80

£ 10,931,365.46

£ 42,775,149.87

£

4,953.69

£

68,992.18

Contingencies
Client costs

£

148,488.53

Inflation
Total Project Cost

£

1,203,886.42
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6.4 Impact on the Organisation’s income and expenditure account
Table 38 – Impact on the organisation’s income and expenditure account
£s

Total Cost

Years (years 9-59 same as year 8, with the exception of Lifecycle costs, which are shown from year 9, at 5-year periods)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

42.775

1.204

1.452

8.938

20.250

10.931

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Lifecycle Costs

8.587

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Revenue Costs

179.787

2.961

2.961

2.961

2.961

2.967

3.000

3.000

3.000

3.000

-0.541

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.541

0.000

0.000

0.000

230.607

4.165

4.413

11.899

23.210

13.899

2.459

3.000

3.000

3.000

Existing Revenue

-177.654

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

Total Existing

-177.654

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

-2.961

52.954

1.204

1.452

8.938

20.250

10.938

-0.502

0.039

0.039

0.039

1.204

2.656

11.594

31.844

42.782

42.279

42.318

42.357

42.395

Preferred way forward:
Capital Costs

Cash Releasing Benefits
Total
Funded by:

Additional Funding Req.
Cumulative Funding
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6.5 Cost Build Up
Table 39 – Cost build up
£s

Total Cost

Years (years 9-59) same as year 8, with exception of Lifecycle costs, occurring at 5-year periods)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

25/26

26/27

27/28

£42.775

£1.204

£1.452

£8.938

£20.250

£10.931

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£8.587

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£51.362

£1.204

£1.452

£8.938

£10.931

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£161.912

£2.669

£2.669

£2.669

£2.674

£2.701

£2.701

£2.701

£2.701

CAPITAL COSTS
New Build Capital Cost
Lifecycle Cost
Capital Costs Total

£20.250

REVENUE COSTS
School Funding Formula
Freedom Leisure Mgt. Fee

£2.669

£17.875

£0.292

£0.292

£0.292

£0.292

£0.293

£0.298

£0.298

£0.298

£0.298

Revenue Costs Total

£179.787

£2.961

£2.961

£2.961

£2.961

£2.967

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

Total Costs

£231.148

£4.165

£4.413

£11.899

£23.210

£13.899

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

Capital Receipts

-£0.541

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

-£0.541

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

Benefits Total

-£0.541

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

-£0.541

£0.000

£0.000

£0.000

Cost Net Cash Savings

£230.607

£4.165

£4.413

£11.899

£23.210

£13.899

£2.459

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

Total

£230.607

£4.165

£4.413

£11.899

£23.210

£13.899

£2.459

£3.000

£3.000

£3.000

BENEFITS

Lifecycle costs incurred as follows: Year 9: £149k, Year 14: £71k, Year 19: £802k, Year 24: £416k, Year 29: £257k, Year 34: £1,786m, Year 39:
£1,573m, Year 44: £2,402m, Year 49: £802k, Year 54: £179k, Year 59: £149K
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6.6 Overall Affordability and Balance Sheet Impact
A balance sheet asset addition of £42,775,150 is made for the new school. Short term additional funding is required of £42,775,150 for years 0
through 4 excluding VAT, retained risks and optimism bias.
There is also an ongoing requirement for revenue funding of £32k per annum from the inception of the new build school because of the funding
formula calculation. In addition to this, it is anticipated that there will be a cost increase for rates payable of £86k.
It should be noted that these formula calculations do not take account of the substantial benefits achievable through the introduction of passivhaus
technologies and design standards as outlined in the economic case. While this is counterintuitive, the financial beneficiaries of these savings
are at present likely to be the school and Freedom Leisure.
There is a further potential ongoing requirement to increase the management fee paid to Freedom Leisure as a result of additional requirements
to manage the new 3G pitches, this has been estimated at approximately £6.6k per annum but is subject to further negotiation. These negotiations
would need to consider any potential savings from the passivhaus technologies and the potential for increased footfall / income opportunities
from the new facilities.
The Band B submission has been scrutinised and assessed by the Council’s Section 151 Officer for affordability in light of the 65% programme
intervention rate.
The Council will meet the 35% contribution required to support the overall programme in Band B through prudential borrowing.
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7

Management Case

7.1 Programme Management Arrangements
This scheme is a constituent of the Powys 21C Schools Programme and has been identified
within that Programme as a priority. It will be managed in accordance with best practice in
programme and project management principles – MSP and PRINCE2 to provide a systematic
and effective delivery framework.
Overall corporate governance for this scheme is provided by the Transformation Delivery
Board and the current management arrangements are set out in the diagram below
Figure 8: Lines of responsibilities

7.2 Project Management Arrangements
Table 40 – Programme Team
Name

Title

Programme Role

Dr Caroline Turner

Chief Executive Officer

Senior Responsible Officer

Jane Thomas

Head of Financial Services

Senior Supplier Finance

Marianne Evans

Senior Manager Education Services

Senior Supplier Education

Emma Palmer

Head of Transformation and Communications

Programme Lead

Betsan Ifan

Strategic Programme Manager – 21st Century
Schools Programme

Strategic Programme
Manager
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7.2.1 Project Structure
The project will be managed in accordance with the general principles of PRINCE2
methodology. The project management team comprises the Project Board, “Project Team”,
the Project Manager and the Team Managers. This “team” is responsible for the day-to-day
management and implementation of the project.
Table 41 – Project team
Name

Title

Project Role

Betsan Ifan

Strategic Programme Manager – 21st
Century Schools Programme

Strategic Programme Manager
and allocated Project Manager

James Chappelle

Capital & Financial Planning Accountant

Senior Supplier (Finance)

Jenny Ashton

Service Strategy & Development
Manager

Senior Supplier (Leisure)

Ian Pilcher

HOWPS Senior Project Manager

Employers Agent

IS 2nd Line Team Leader

Senior Supplier (ICT)

May Sherman

Area Catering Manager

Senior Supplier – Catering

Vincent Goodwin

Active Travel Officer

Senior Supplier – Active travel

Neil Clutton

Professional Lead – property service

Senior Supplier – corporate
property

Kay Thomas

Principal Librarian

Senior Supplier – Library services

Simon Kendrick

Principal Engineer

Senior Supplier – Highways

7.2.2 Project Deliverables
The following (abridged) product breakdown structure depicts the structure of the project:
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Figure 9: Product breakdown structure

Ysgol Bro Hyddgen

Work Package 1:
HR/Recruitment

Work Package 2:
Finance & Business
Process

Work Package 3:
ICT

Work Package 4:
Educational
Standards

Work Package 5:
Leisure

1.1 Identify current
staffing
arrangements

2.1 Business
process review

3.1 Analysis of IS
Infrastructure
requirements

4.1 Quantify service
user requirements

5.1 Analysis of
usage and
requirements

1.2 Staffing gap
analysis

2.2 Business
process gap
analysis

3.2 Analysis of
software &
hardware
requirements

4.2 Identify subjects
required to be
available

5.2 Identification of
quantum of school
and community
activities

1.3 Develop
proposed structures

2.3 Business
process redesign

3.3 Skills audit for
IS/ICT staff

4.3 Gap analysis on
educational
standards

5.3 Review
Contractual
arrangements

1.4 Pre-Consultation
Mobalisation

2.4 Implemented
new processes

3.4 Installation of
new hardware and
software

4.4 Proposed new
course structure

5.4 Agree any
variations to
contract

1.5 Formal
Consultation

3.5 Training in new
hardware/software

5.5 Develop new
timetables

5.6 Develop and
implement new
marketing of
facilities

1.6 Post
consultation
confirmation

7.2.3 Outline Project Plan
Table 42 – Outline project plan
Date

Actions (commencement)

06/2020

Finalise OBC

10/2020

Submit OBC to PCC Cabinet
Submit OBC to WG
Re-appoint Design Team

11/2020

Finalise RIBA 4 designs for community campus

06/2021

Procurement and Appoint Design and Build Contractor

07/2021

Submit FBC to WG

08/2021

Construction Mobilisation Commence
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Date

Actions (commencement)

09/2021

Commence Construction

05/2023

New School Opens

7.2.4 Benefits Realisation
The strategy, framework, and plan for dealing with the management and delivery of benefits
are shown below. Benefits that will be realised may be either financial or qualitative (for
example improvement in educational standards). A strategy and supporting plan for benefits
clearly shows what will happen, where and when the benefits will occur. Details of who will
be responsible for delivery of proposed benefits will be developed for the preferred option to
be taken to Full Business Case.
The plan for benefits will be integrated into or coordinated with the project plan and will be
very clear regarding handover and responsibilities for on-going operations in the changed
state (where the benefits will accrue). There will be a Tracking Process, which monitors
achievement of benefits against expectations and targets. The tracking process will be
capable of tracking both 'hard' (e.g. cost, headcount) and 'soft' (e.g. image) benefits and
operates alongside the changing operation. The progress of this plan will be reported by the
Project Manager to the Project Board.
In particular the Benefits Management Strategy will be fully integrated into the programme
plan and will fully address the following issues:
 That the potential benefits are clearly identified;
 That the benefits are clearly understood across the project and the various ProjetTeams.

It is the role of the Project Manager to ensure that this is achieved;
 That benefits are placed into manageable groups:

o

Standards of Education;

o

Places, Participation and Accessibility to wider provision;

o

Standards of provision - State of art facilities and education provision;

o

Effective financial management.

 These groups will be managed individually, with responsibility falling on the Curriculum

and Governance project teams to monitor and report on progress.
An example of the project benefits register is included in the table below. This table describes
who is responsible for the delivery of specific benefits, how and when they will be delivered
and the required counter measures, as required.
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Table 43 – Proposed Benefits Realisation Plan structure
Benefit

Improved Quality Standards &
Achievement
To achieve ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’
Estyn and/or Local Authority
judgements for the three Key
Questions within 18 months of
new school opening.

Description of Benefit

Responsibility for Delivery

Governing Body and
Headteacher, supported by
Powys CC

Potential Dis-benefits
Actions necessary to realise
benefits
Timescale
How the benefits will
measured and monitored

Regular monitoring by school
and regular support from
Challenge Advisor
May 2026

be

Estyn actions and benchmarks

7.3 Risk Management
7.3.1 Risk Workshop
In developing the economic case, risk workshops were held on 11th August 2016, to
understand the risks associated with each of the short-listed options and to analyse the
financial value of those risks. The Council's Transforming Learning and Skills agenda,
particularly its intention to deliver education in 21st Century settings, will be seriously
compromised if risks are not managed adequately.
All projects have an element of risk and there must be a proactive approach to risk
management to balance risks against the potential rewards and plan to minimise or avoid
them. It is also acknowledged that taking some amount of risk will be inevitable to the success
of the project. The strategy, framework, and plan for dealing with the management of risk for
the preferred option follows a PRINCE2 methodology.
The register will be a ‘living document’ and reviewed and amended (where required) during
workshops where a risk manager will be appointed to manage the identification, monitoring,
updating, control, and mitigation of project risks. The framework and plan of the risk register
will involve a rated table format. The risk will be described, and the date of its identification
noted. An initial risk rating will be made, and the probability and impact of the risk evaluated,
followed by a residual risk rating column. The effects and impact of risk can involve elements
such as environment, time, quality, cost, resource, function or safety and regular meetings will
be held to review all aspects. Within the format there will also be the facility for proposals to
mitigate and manage, identifying the control strategy, risk owner and the current risk status.
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The risks and issues identified within this project will be cross referenced with the risks/issues
held by the Programme Board so that cross cutting issues can be mitigated safely.
The first risk workshop was held on 4th July 2020, and was attended by the following:


Marianne Evans – Senior Manager Education Services



Betsan Ifan – Strategic Programme Manager 21st Century Schools;



Ian Pilcher – Heart of Wales Property Services;



Mike Hughes – CPC;



Laurence Darley – CPC.

In addition to the scoring of the risks for each of the short-listed options, a strategy for ongoing risk management was developed and is explained within the following section.
As part of the initial workshop risks were identified, categorised, and scored in terms of
probability 1-4 with 4 being the most likely to occur and impact 1 – 4 where 4 is the most
severe.
Mitigating actions undertaken to date were also included, as were the perceived mitigating
actions along with an assigned owner for the risk as the project progresses. At this point it
was decided that the top 10 most likely risks where a financial assessment was achieved
would be included in the Economic case. This approach underpins the risk management
strategy for the Council and, as such, has been incorporated as a standard approach across
all project.

7.3.2 Risk Identification
Risk identification can occur at all levels of the project, whether from the project teams or the
project manager regarding the sub-elements of the project or from the Programme Board
(where external risks are identified). Initial risks will be identified through structured workshops
attended by the relevant experts and these risks will be captured in a formal risk register
document.
When a risk is identified, the project manager will be responsible for evaluating each risk in
terms of the likelihood and impact. The project manager will also enter this information onto
the risk register and assign a risk owner who will update the project manager on the status of
the risk including the results of mitigating actions.

7.3.3 Risk Analysis and Mitigation
It is acknowledged that risks will change as the project develops and for that reason the risk
mitigation strategy will fundamental to the success of the project undertaken by the authority.
A risk mitigation strategy refers to the additional efforts, if any, that must be taken by
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management to lower the likelihood of the risk occurring and/or to minimise the impact on the
programme if the risk did occur. While risk can never be eliminated, it can be managed and
mitigated to lessen the likelihood and or impact of the risk on the programme. The process
proposed by the authority will include:


Roles and responsibilities for developing, implementing, and monitoring the strategy;

 Timelines;
 Conditions present for the risk level to be acceptable;
 Resources required to carry out the planned actions;
 Managers responsible for the various areas of the project will need to routinely monitor

or review the status of risks. This will be achieved by:
o

Reporting on risk areas along with performance;

o Developing risk indicators to monitor the status of risks, particularly for those areas

of the project which are complex or seen as risky initiatives.
Risk management will be fundamental to the management of the project and as such, the
project risk register will be reviewed on a weekly basis by the project manager. All risks arising
from the project teams will be sent to the project manager for evaluation. The total risk score
for each risk will be calculated by multiplying the probability score (between 1-4 with 4 being
certain) and impact score (between 1-4 with 4 being project failure) and all risks scoring 8 and
above will be referred to the Project Board for decision. The risk tolerance line for the project
is illustrated in the following table.

Probability

Figure 10: Risk Tolerance Profile
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4
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3

3
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1
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1

2

3

4

Impact

A risk register will be developed to be updated by the project manager. The register includes
details of the responsible owner and the required mitigation action for the risk.
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7.4 Change and Contract Management
The main aim here is to manage proposed changes to the culture, systems, processes, and
people working to establish the best option for the council. Change management is not about
the provision of the best option but instead focuses on those actions that are necessary to
make the best option a working success. The specific actions noted below will come under
the overall control of the project board.
Managers responsible for the key areas will adopt appropriate project management disciplines
to meet specific responsibilities. The individual activities may be projects or be work streams
within the overall project.
Planning has been developed for all activities within this change management process through
the identification of key outcomes and actions required to ensure successful delivery.
Timescales for carrying out such actions, the resources required, and where required, the
need for additional resources, have also been determined.

7.5 Gateway Reviews
The Council confirm that it is prepared to complete a Gateway review of the programme at
Welsh Government convenience. Further Gateway reviews will be undertaken at each RIBA
stage during the remaining life of the programme.

7.6 Post Project Evaluation
The outline arrangements for Post Implementation Review (PIR) and Project Evaluation
Review (PER) have been established in accordance with best practice and are as follows.

7.6.1 Post Implementation Review (PIR)
These reviews ascertain whether the anticipated benefits have been delivered and are timed
to take place a year post construction, i.e. September 2025.

7.6.2 Project Evaluation Reviews (PERs)
PERs appraise how well the project was managed and delivered compared with expectations
and are timed to take place one-year post construction, i.e. September 2025.

7.7 Contingency Plans
In the event of project failure, the existing schools will continue to operate until such time that
the project can be righted.
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People who perform, principles that
deliver
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